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Abstract

This project was centred around the developnient of the oj)tieal coinponents, and the
optimisation of the oj)tical performance, of ProPhotonix Ltd’s Col)ra Cure FX series
of ])roducts. These are high irradiance, high dose, U\A (i)rimarily 395 nni and 365
mil) Light Emitting Diode (LED) lamps designed for curing aiiplications. An initial
jirototype developed by ProPhotonix, the smallest in the series, the EXT underwent
significant redesign throughout the ])roject, and the two larger lainjis, the EX2 and
the FX3 were develojied during the course of the iiroject. This work primarily
consisted in characterising, accurately modelling, and theri'hy refining, the optical
rellector design for each of the lamps, but also involved investigating the suitability
of microlenses for use with the ])rodnct. and characterising a free-form TIP lens for
use with LED line-lights (pajx'r under review for iinblication). It was found that,
given th(‘ constraints of the FX series mechanical design, microlenses would not
oTer any advantages over reflectors and rod lenses. The reflector o})timisation work
led to the develoiinient of three major light-head types, the D4, DW and Cl, to
offer maximnm beam control, dose, and irradiance respectively. Some work was also
done on a rc'al-time fD'dback system for monitoring tin' lamp’s lifetiiiK' degradation
status, and for d('t('cting any bnild-np of material on tin' outer optical surface of the
lain]). The work led to a series of reflector design constraints that were inij)lemented
across the series of i)roducts, as well as a heightened understanding of the ini})act
that small change's in efficiency can have on the overall lanij) j)erforniance, and the
new oi)tical (h'sign i)arani('ters are now integrated into all commercial Cobra Cure
FX series j)roducts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

UV Curing

A 2015 iei)()rt l)y iiiarkot rosearcli firm 5()le Devel()i)i)rmPiit |2| into the U\’ lamp
ai)i)licati()iis iiidnstrv and the ])()tential for LED tedmologv within that industry
oxaminod tin* i)oten(ial markets for U\' lami)s across all snbsections of th('
s])('ctrmn, inchiding the challenges faced by the lA' LED industry in breaking into
the various markets. L"i)tak(' rate's of U\' LED technology were found to have' varieel
ae’e‘e)reling te) the apphe'atie)n, with high sj)e'e'el anel high irraeliance a{)phe'atie)ns less
likely te) have aele)i)teel U\’ LED te'chne)le)gy, as

LED pe'rformane-e' was ne)t yet

at the' reepiire'e! le'vel |2|. While the L\ cnring market was small (~ 2 %) in terms
of mimbe'r e)f light moelnles se)lel, elne te) the high e-ejst per unit, the value of the
2014 inehistry was fe)unel to be the largest across all sectors, making np ~ 34 % e)f
the total

lamp inehistry, as she)wn in Eig. 1.1.

Curing also saw the largest

growth eiver the 2008-2014 iierioel, with the market value increasing by nearly 90 %
freiin $105 M to $199 M, anel this was predicted to continue. When split according
to the ve)hmie anel value of those sales,

curing was the only siib-inelustry that

eiccnrreel in the high value group.
U\' curing is a process used to polymerise paint, varnishes, coatings (on metal
e)r wooel), inks (in printing: inkjet and screen printing), resins (in 3D jirinting),
anel aelhesives (e.g. encapsulation, bonding), anel, in common with other curing
technologies, is elesigned to achieve the conversion of the licpiid phase to the solid |2|.
U\' curing (or energy curing) provides advantages over solvent-based materials and
thermal anel eixielative cure materials as it is a relatively clean technology, coatings
1
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Figure 1.1: UV market share in terms of units sold aiid dollar- value {2].

are less likely to cure on undesired surfaces, it allows operation at room tenii)eratnre
(allowing temperature sensitive substrates to he used), it is environmentally less
hazardous, it is high speed (with some curing a})phcations re(}niring less than an
second of exi)osnre), and it does not recpiire the us(' of solvcnits |3, 4|. The si)('ed of
enring can bc' critical as, for exam])le, the i)ainting / curing stej) is tin' bottleneck
in some jirodnction liiK's |5|.
V\ cureable coatings contain no solvents, rather, most arc* fn'e radical based ma
terials that contain reactive monomers that also act as diluents for th(' polymer’s
other conii)onents, taking the place of solvents. These monomers, when radicalised
via the use of ])hotoinitiators and UV ])hotons, bond with each other creating poly
mer chains in the cured coating |4, 5, 6|. Curing is complete when all of the coating
ingredients have formed a solid polymer |7|. Since the components of the coating
are wholly the constituents of the final cured i)olymer, there is no loss of material
during curing, and therefore no shrinkage or cracking |3|. Different polymers contain
different photoinitiators, which are chemically radicalised by a specific wavelength
band.
U\' enring is not as simple as applying

energy of the appropriate wavelength

to a substrate and obtaining a cure. Instead, the time required to achieve a full
polymer cure must be balanced against the speed of production. A polymer’s cure
rate may be varied by varying the polymer components, which may allow a more
rai)id cure |8|. It is ecpially important that the curing lamp’s characteristics are

coiiducive to efficient eiiring, to miiiiiiiise, for example, temperature increases in the
irradiated substrate, although in some cases increased temperatures can improve
the properties of the cured polymer |9|. Some materials require a high cumulative
exposure energy |1()|, but there is no simple relationship between minimising ex])0sure time and maximising optical energy, as, for a given amount of optical energy
delivered i)er unit area (Jciu^^), increasing the optical power delivered per second
(Jem ^s~^) and decreasing the exposure time can decrease the level of cure |11|.
Thicker materials re(piire longer cure times, so increasing the power per unit area
can lead to unnecessary heating of the substrate without any improvement in cure
times |9|. U\' curing lights also recpiire excellent uniformity to cure efficiently and
evenly |5|.
The V\ sources available have, until recently, been arc lamps and plasma lamps
excited using microwave energy (deuterium, xenon and mercury / metal-halide arc
lamps). Th(\se are broadband sources, which i)roduce light across a large range of
different waveJengths (including the U\h visible and near-infrared (near-lR) ])arts of
th(' ('lectromagnetic si)('ctruni). Arc lamps hav(' a useful curing life of only ~ 1000
hours b('for(' tlu'y bc'giii to det(uiorate |G|. Both of tlu'se lamp types emit in the
visible' and IH bands as well as the U\h which is inefficient and can affect the curing
mate'iial |3, G|. Different lamp tyi)es may also Ix' us('d in a multi-step curing process
to i)rovide various irradiances and exi)osure wavelengths, including wavelengths in
the LA'C (200

280 nni) range |r2l.

U\' lighting for curing ai)i)licatioris has i)roven useful in industries as diverse as
dental comi)osites |9|, nanoimprint lithograi)hy |8|, U\'-curable i)riniers on sheet
moulding coni})ound substrates |13|, 3D printing and pinning of inks for printing
applications. Pinning is a process whereby high powered U\’ devices are installed
directly adjacent to the print head, and which run concurrently with the })rinter to
thicken each ink droi)let as they are laid down. The pinned droi)lets more readily
stay in ])lace on the substrate, increasing the final image quality. During the pinning
process the ink is not full cured, just thickened. The final cure requires a much higher
dose than pinning lani])s typically provide. It is important, however, to control the
divergence angle of the light-head, as any light that shines directly onto the print
head, or that reflects from the sul)strate to the print head, can cure ink at the jet
outlet, reducing efficiency, and potentially damaging the printer |14|.

1.2

UV LED Technology

U\" LED technology is a relatively recent innovation, with development only starting
in the early 2()00s, but which has shown rapid improvements in efficiency in a short
period of time, especially in the near-U\" (NU\h 300 nm

400 nm) |10|. The 1960s

saw the development of the first LEDs, with IR LEDs being the first to be developed,
closely followed by the first visible s])ectriim LEDs, red. The first high power (>20
niA) LEDs occurred in the red-yellow part of the spectrum |15|. With the successful
growth of aluminium indium gallium nitride (AlIiiGaN) on sapphire substrates in
the 1990s allowed the ])roduetion of green, blue, and in the 2000s, U\' LEDs |10,
15|.

High oi)tieal irradianee LEDs and LED systems are what the LED market

in general recpiires |16|. Although the biggest ehallenge facing the high irradianee
lighting market is optical power levels, it was found that lights already exist that
supi)ly tens of \\Cm ^ irradianee' (with a maximum of 20Weni ^ in existence at
the time |2|). This was eonsiden'd the minimum acee])table level for adoi)tion of
lA’ LED systems for euring a])i)lieations. Engineering solutions to the irradianee'
eLallenge ineTieh' elirex-tly nie)unting bare LED e-hips e)n substrates is ternieel e-hij)e)n-be)arel te'e-hne)le)gy, anel it alle)ws a highe'r i)ae-king eh'iisity than the' use e)f LED
pae-kages (LEDs with built in e)])tie-s) eh). This in turn alle)ws higher irraeliane-e te) be'
ae-hieveel. as well as better unife)rniity when the LEDs are useel in arrays.
In applie-atie)ns as varieel as hanel-helel battery e)])erateel elental i)e)lynier euring
eleviees |9, 17|, U\' seuirees e)n earth e)rbiting sate'llites |18|, anel in e-uring pre)teetive
e)ptieal hbre e-e)atings |3], the })re)e-ess e)f rei)lae-ing traelitie)nal

lamps with LW

LEDs is alreaely uneler way. This has been faeilitateel by LED light output pewver
increases anel, as a result of mass proeluction, eejst eleereases |10|. He)wever, some
applications, such as LW activateel resin curing for coatings anel 3D printing, reepiire
higher total pewver to cure than ink eloes, anel therefore these applications have oidy
recently starteel to aelopt U\^ LEDs.
The eievele)pment of LW LEDs has provided a U\" source that is lighter in weight,
more compact, more efficient anel which exhibits a faster response time than traelitional mercury vapour elischarge lamps, while also demonstrating radiation hard
ness, a le)w lifetime wavelength shift and an o])erational lifetime that makes them
more reliable than gas lamps |18|. In 2013 the output power of high power LEDs

had reached 12 \V, 100 times the i)ower achievable 10 years previously. The external
(luaiitum efficiency (ratio of photons out to electrical charge carriers flowing throngh
the LED |19|) of NU\' LEDs has iin])roved, mainly due to improvements in crystal
growth, chip processing, and packaging technologies |10].
U\’ LED ado])tion is also motivated by other factors, such as the narrow optical
sj)ectrnni of LEDs, whose curing peak may be chosen, depending on the aj)plication,
to coincide with the maximum absorption wavelength of the polymer photoinitiator
|9| and concern for the environment, both from an electrical power consiimption and
a hazardous materials i)erspective |10], e.g. in eliminatirig mercury |20|. At the same
time as the market value for L\" lamps has been increasing, the cost of U\’A LEDs
has been decreasing, although LA’ LED lamps are still more expensive than the more
traditional U\’ light sources. This price difference is, however, offset by iniprov(Hl
L’\’ LED device lifetime, and lower ])ower and maintenance costs. A significant
difl'ereiice in the market res])onse to the L’\’ LED lain]) versus arc lain]) is ])redicted
to be ill th(‘ after-market share (re])lacenient coni])oneiits for lam])s in the held),
with
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]) to 80 % of th(' total iiidnstry sales in traditional lain]) markets occurring

as after-sales due to the short lifetinu' of th(' traditional lam])s. TIk' initial market
sah's of l’\’ LED lam])s are ])redicted to dominate in the future, with after-niarki't
sah's dimiiiishing due to im])roved longevity of L’\’ lain]) systems |2|.
Additionally, bulky niercnry-va])onr lani])s are generally too large' to ht between
])rint heads, another area where LED lani])S have an advantage |14|. The small
LED f()ot])rint allows the light emitting area to l)e small, even while kee])ing the
irradiance high, and it is even ])ossible to separate the LEDs (and their associated
thermal maiiagement hardware) from the control electronics, thereby reducing the
size of the ])rint-head adjacent components even further. A U\’ LED system can
be customised to the curing set-up, rather than customising the system around
the lain]), which is necessary with bulky arc lam])s. Traditional systems are also
required to incorporate reflectors and/or other optical com])onents and electronics,
while these components are built into U\’ LED curing systems |2|.
Standard inks were designed for use with merenry lam])s, which have a peak at
365 mil. However 365 nm LEDs are only now at the stage where they can sn])])ly the
ont])nt ])ower required [2]. Instead, inks were reformulated to chemically respond
to irradiance from 395 nm LEDs, and 395nm LEDs now make np a large chunk of

the UV LED curing market. The output spectrum of LEDs, despite l)eing relatively
narrow does have a bandwidth Eull-Width at Half-Maximum (EWHM) of between
20 nm and 40 inn. The photoinitiator absorption band also has a bandwidth, such
that a small shift in the peak wavelength of a LED will have no impact on the
efficiency of absor])tion by the photoinitiator. The combined effect of this is that
a LED may be chosen that has a peak that differs from the preferential absorp
tion wavelength of the photoinitiator, without any negative impact, allowing the
designer

customer to choose a LED that might be more optically efficient |21|.

Due to com})lications in finding ajipropriate semiconductor materials, dopants, and
substrates to produce shorter wavelength LEDs, longer wavelength LEDs tend to be
more ojitically efficient.
LED devices' high initial cost and the jirevalence of 395 nm modules is a result of
the technological challenge loosed by })roducing high irradiance LEDs in the blue and
l \’ end of th(' sjiectruni. Semiconductor devices (such as LEDs), jiossess (luantised
energy levels that charged i)articles are permitted to occujw. Charge carriers
electrons and holes

occupy energy bands, which experience a potential (UK'rgv

d('t('rmin('d by th(' chemical structun' of the material, their i)roxiniity to tin' nuchuis,
th(' tcunixuature. the })res('nce of defects in the crystal structure of the material, and
so on. At absolute zero (0 K) the lowest-energy (most ('asily accessible) empty
energy band is termed the conduction band and the highest-energy filled energy
band is termed the valence band. The semiconductor band gap energy is the energy
level difference between these bands, and this determines the LED’s colour, i.e. the
energy difference corresi)onds to the energy of the emitted photons |19|. Above OK
some electrons have gained enough thermal energy to make the transition from the
valence band to the conduction band. When one of tliese recoml)ines with a hole in
the valence bad, a photon is generated.
A LED is made up of two adjacent, independently doped, semiconductor mate
rials. Semiconductor materials conduct better than insidators, but not as well as
metals, and, unlike metals, their conductivity increases with increasing tempera
ture. Doping refers to the process of introducing impurities into the semiconductor
to create p-type (excess holes) and n-type (excess electrons) semiconductors. When
an n-type and a p-type material are adjacent a region free of any free charge carriers
(the depletion region) forms by diffusion of electrons from the n-type to the p-ty])e.
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and holes in tlie otlier direction. Although now there are no free charge carriers in
the region, the n-type side is positively charged due to the loss of electrons, and the
p-type is negatively charged due to the loss of holes, creating an electrical i)otential
(the diffusion potential) across the junction. This diffusion potential prevents the
flow of any more charge carriers across the junction. To generate light a forward
bias voltage is applied across the LED, which sets np a drift current in the LED,
with electrons flowing from n-type side to the p-type side, and holes the other way.
However, a diffusion current, flowing in the other direction also exists due to the
diffusion i)otential. These difinsion carriers can recombine with the main current
carriers and. in doing so, drop from the condnction energy band to the valence en
ergy band, emitting a i)hoton in the i)rocess |22|. This recombination i)rocess is
s})ontancons and this results in incoherent, i.e. randomly polarised, light |23, 24|.
As ])hoton energies increase toward the bine end of the S})ectrnm band gap energies
in excess of 2.5 e\’ are recinired, and therefore the semicondnctor materials used in the
production of lower energy LEDs (GaAs and GaP) can no longer be used. Instead,
GaN and SiC materials may !)(' nscal to ])rovide the recpiisite band gaj) (mergies
|19|.

How('ver, semicondnctor crystal growth r(Hinir('s a substrate with a lattice'

strnctnre (jx'iiodic arrangeiiK'iit of atoms) identical to that of tlu' crystal structure
of the semicondnctor |23|. However, there' are' ne) lattie-e'-mateTe'e! substrates for the
eaystal gre)wth e)f GaX |23|. Te) achieve this, GaX may be gre)wn on either a sapi)hire
substrate e)r a silie'e)n substrate, when an AIN buffer layer is nseel in between |23,

External (inantiim efhciency elecreases with decreasing wavelength elne te) ce)niplicatie)ns arising fre)ni the different crystal structure types of the substrate (sapphire)
anel the light emitting semicondnctor (dopeel GaN) |10|. This is elue to a number
of issues: the elensity of elislocations in IiiGaN LEDs, coupled with the requirement
fe)r a large banel gap energy, the requirement for a reduction in the In concentration,
which allows electrons and holes to interact more often with dislocations, instead
of reconil)ining, and a high rate of low wavelength absorption in the GaN layer
|2|. Development work is ongoing to overcome these issues and improve the extrac
tion efficiency of LA" LEDs |10|. Nonetheless even the particularly high irradiances
required for resin curing have already been achieved at the 395 nm and 365 nni
wavelengths, even with quantum efficiencies that are low relative to those achieved
7

with LEDs in the visible range |2|. Other problems, sneh as a decrease in the refiection rate of reflectors with wavelength, are ongoing issues that are also the subject
of research and develoj)inent work |10|.
LED lifetime, ontj)nt and wavelength are significantly affected by temperature
|19|, making the thermal management of the LED-snbstrate system of primary im
portance |2G|. The use of a])i)roi)riate heat sinks, venting, and ensuring good thermal
contact between LEDs and heat management components, is critical. Wavelengths
are also affected since band gap energies decrease as temperatures increase. This
effectively reduces the ])otential exj)erienced by the charge carriers |27|, and leads
to a reduced photon energy (a higher photon wavelength). Wavelength shift is
also affected by the ratio of direct radiative recombination current to diffusion cur
rent across the semiconductor band gap, since, with tenii)erature, diffusion current
increases more rai)idly than recombination current |23|. Increasing teni])eratnre incr('ases the number of thermally generated carriers, which can then exceed the numb('r of do])ant carriers, increases particle kinetic energy and increases the magnitude
of lattice' vibrations |27|. This can affect tin* emission wavelength by broade'ning the
wave'length i)eak.
.A.S

well as tin' light irradiance' and thermal management challenges facing LED

technology, other challenges include cost (especially over large illumination areas)
and LED module ('ffective working distance (this is tyi)ically short due to the diver
gent nature of the LED out})ut) |2|. Inii)rovenients can be made in increasing the
efficiency of the LED cliii) ((luantum efficiency) and LED package (external (piantum efficiency), as well as at the module level with improved thermal iiianagement
and by introducing secondary optics (components that are separate from the LED
package, which act to alter the o})tical characteristics of the lamp) |2|.
To com])lement the chosen LEDs, the secondary optics chosen must be carefully
designed to take account of the source characteristics. The control of system etendue
is crucial in collimating and concentrating systems, as the degree of colliniation which
can be achieved in an optical system is limited by the principle of conservation of
etendue |28, 29|. Etendue is a i)roduct of the diameter of the entrance pui)il, and the
angle that the entrance j)npil subtends to the source (the radiating solid angle) |29|,
illustrated in Fig. 1.2. In a system with no obstructions in the light path, etendue
is a non-decreasing (quantity (if absorption and scattering losses are ignored) |29|.

S’

F/# = f/D
NA = n sin 6 %

SO = S’Q’

F’/# = f ’/D
NA’ = n sin 0’ %

Figure 1.2: Illustration of etendue, where the product of the source diameter (S) and
radiating solid angle (II) is conserved l30].

Ill such an eteii(lue-c(3iiserviiig system, a decrease in the radiating solid angle of a
beam results in an increase in its surface area (or entrance pujiil), and vice versa. In
a symmetric system, siuli as a standard collimating lens, this relationship is easily
observed, with longer focal length (and larger diameter) lenses typically iiroducing
superior beam collimation j28|. The etendne G of a surface element dS emitting
light into a com' of angle a, can be dehned in terms of numerical aiiertnre;
NA = nSin(\

I.l

as.
G = TT,rSnSa / (IS = TTi^SStira = nSlNAf |28|

1.2)

For exani])le, in iirojection aiijilications, such as automotive forward lighting, where
the beam brightness and divergence is crucial, the control of the system etendue is
of primary iniiiortance |31|. The same principle applies to achieving a high peak
irradiance in LED line-lights.
It was in response to the challenges of GN LED lamp design and the opi)ortunities available in the U\' Curing industry that ProPhotonix’s U\' line-light series the EX line of products

was originally conceived. The principles underlying the

develo])nient and characterisation of these lamps will be looked at in the remainder
of this chapter.

1.3

Assessing Lamp Performance

The efficiency of LED inodnles is measured in terms of power efficiency i.e. the
optical power out relative to the electrical power in |19|, as shown in Ecp 1.3 where
qp is the efficiency, Up is the nmnber of photons, hv gives the photon energy (Planck’s
constant nndtiplied by the i)hoton frequency) At represents the time increment (unit
second), and IV is the electrical power (current x voltage).

np

^— 19
IV ' '

(1.3)

In most cases, however, the optical j)Ower, and hence efficiency, is not measured
in terms of total light outi)ut, but instead in relative terms when conii)aring dif
ferent optical coiffigurations to each other. This is because the majority of the
woik involved making imi^rovements to already existent lamp designs. Characteris
ing efficiency in this way takes account of the two critical i)arameters in efficiency
characterisation; the ratio of the radiative recombination current to the total ini)ut
current, and the efficiency with which pliotons are coupled out of the device |22|.
As this work (h'all ('xclusively with U\^ LEDs, all oi)tical characterisation was
doin' in radioiiK'tric units only, with no considi'ration given to tin' response' of the
human optical system in terms of ])hotometry |19|. Tin' radiometric flux (total
eiK'igy emitted, measured in Watts |19|, and commonly called radiant flux or power)
was considered only when measurements were taken using an integrating sphere,
and then the measurements were only taken relative to each other or to a ‘golden
sanij)le’ unit, as the integrating sphere had not, for the majority of the duration of
the project, been calilirated to measure in absolute terms. An integrating sphere is
designed to spatially integrate the radiant flux from a source and a sphere-detector
system may be calibrated to measure the total radiant flux of a lamp placed inside
it |32|.

Dose is typically used in industry to describe the total light energy incident on
the substrate, curing material etc. As such it is a measure of irradiance over time,
with units Wscm~^ or Jcm“^ |33|. A ‘golden sample’ module, that was known
to j)rovide a certain dose, was used as a benchmark to ensure that the integrating
sphere-sensor system is properly calibrated.
In the majority of testing, the detectors used measured in terms of irradiance.
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which (lescril)eH the radiant flux per scpiare area (Wciir^) |19|. Neither absolute
(lose nor irradiance eonld be ineasnred in the integrating sphere, as it is not calibrated
for these ineasnreinents. Instead, absolute dose was calculated by nieasnring the
irradiance Wcni ^ in discrete 1 nun steps laterally across the longitudinal centre
of the device (perpendicular to the length diinension, as shown in Fig. 1.3) and
integrating nnder the resulting curve. Dose is typically measured this way because
Longitudinal

Outer window
Mkkmm.....
■N led line

O

1
•O

Window clamp

X

Optical sensor

■>y

Figure 1.3: Me.asurnu) irradiance across the longitudinal centre of the module light-head,
sn.owing the longitudinal and lateral dimensions. Integrating under the resulting curve gives
a measure of the dose.

t:i(' cnrc'd mat ('rial is geiK'ially fed latt'ially on a conveyor across the front window
o:’th(' module, jx'iix'iidicular to the LED line. Measurements are continned beyond
t:x' ('dge of tlx' device until the entire sensing area has cleared the illnminated area.
Litegrating nnder the resulting irradiance curve gives a dost' in \Vcni“'. Assmning
a convtwor sjx'ed of 1.0 cms ^ this (piantity can be converted to exi)ress the dose in
tr'inis of illnminated area, using:
IF
/

cm sec

J
cnv

(1.4)

C'ccasionally a customer will use the entire longitudinal length of the lamp to provide
dose to a curing material, for example when the surface of a rotationally symmetric
j:art is cured by rotating the part in front of a lamp oriented parallel with the LED
line. In this case the irradiance is measured in the same way, but longitudinally
(/-axis in Fig: 1.3) in the lateral centre rather than laterally in the longitudinal
centre, and integration under the resulting curve provides the dose.
Finally, radiant intensity was occasionally used. This is viewing angle dependent.
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and describes the radiant flux emitted per unit solid angle, the steradian, with units
of Wsr“^ |19|. Generally, no special consideration was given to the wavelength
dependence of these measiireinents, in terms of Wcni ^ nni

for example, as the

LED output spectrum was narrow, although some of the optical meters used could
be set to sam])le at a particular wavelength. However, consideration was given
to the accuracy of the si)ectral wavelength (peak or central) relative to its data
sheet specified value, to the broadness of the peak, and to how much it varied with
temperature, \arious optical meters were used, all of which were designed for use
with lamps outputting U\’A light. The specifications of the various optical meters
used are outlined in Section 2.4.
LED and LED device reliability is typically measured in terms of the product's
lifetime, which, for LEDs, can be in the hundred thousand hours range, when a
efficiency drop of up to 50 % (L5() in the form LXX, where L is the time taken for
the efficiency to drop to the si)ecified XX percentage valu(') is considered accei)table
|19|. In industry L5() may not be (onsidered accej)table, with lifetime efficiency
reciuirements of L7() or

('V('n

LOO lu'ing common |34|. Eurther, as V\ LEDs are

still in the ndativc'ly ('arly stage's of developnu'nt, tlu'ir lifetinu' is not as good as
those for which th(' te'chnology is more advance'd. It has Ix'e'ii found that LEDs
which emit lower ('iiergy j)hotons degrade more slowly that higher ])hoton eiK'rgy
emitters |19|. Generally, as well as a decrease in the lifetime with increased junction
tenii)erature. the lifetime ])erformance disimproves with increased forward current.
This degradation is oft('n non-linear, with degradation rates increasing faster than
the forward current, so that even small changes in drive current can have a signiheant
impact on lifetime performance |19|. Thermal management of the LEDs is criudal
in managing this degradation, as higher, less efficient drive currents generate more
heat that must be dissii)ated.

1.4
1.4.1

Designing Secondary Optics
Reflectors

Achieving good illumination uniformity (a constant irradiance, to within a few per
cent, over the illuminated line or area) while maintaining high oi)tical efficiency are
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key (‘oncerns in the design of LED ligliting systems, as tlie Lambertian distri))ntion
of LEDs must be compensated for and or shaped to avoid drop off at the edges.
Maximising nniformity and efficiency also helps to prolong the lifetime of the LEDs
- and the lighting system as a whole

lyv helping to keep the LED drive current

as low as possible |35|. Good nniformity can be achieved by using LED arrays to
compensate for the LED distribution or using secondary optics to shape the lamps’
optical output. Zhang, Gao, and Chen |36| chose to modify the reflector parame
ters as a sinii)le and inexi)ensive way of maximising efficiency and nniformity. They
used a conii)nter program to automate the variation of reflector parameters between
nser-dehned limits and dehned a merit function that incorporated a measure of
uniformity and efficiency. Their final design achieved both high uniformity and effi
ciency. although they found that a compromise had to be made between maximising
uniformity and achieving v(uy high efficiency in their single LED reflector design.
Due to LEDs’ Lamlxatian distribution, and the relatively low o})tical ])ower j)er
LED. irradiance uniformity and illuminating efficiency are key issues which a LED
lighting system's secondary optics must address |3G|. Reflector optimisation can be
a r('lativ(dy sini])l(' and iiu'xpensive iiK'ans of incrc'asing the irradiance on the curing
surface' |3C)|, and various reflector (h'signs have bee'ii develo])ed to solve tlu'se issues,
with much resc'arch ongoing in th(' area of efficient reflector design for use with
extc'iided sources, esi)('cially LEDs. Eor example, the compound trough reflector is
commonly used to produce uniform illumination of the ai)proi)riate size and shape
a* the target plane |37|. Ereeform reflectors may also be designed, by developing
a:i algorithm to map the output of a Lambertian source to a target plane, such
as the contour calculation method outlined by Zhuang and Yu |38|. Uniformity at
the target plane of 94 % was achieved using this method |38|. \'-trough reflectors
are also used in ai)plications such as P\^ (photovoltaic) systems, in which thermal
n.anagement of the P\' cells is critical |39], just as thermal management of the LED
junction temperature is critical in LED based systems. In the P\' system examined
hy

Bahaidarah et al. |39| the optical radiation absorbed, rather than reflected, by

the V-trough reflectors contributed to a temperature increase in the PV cell; this
exam])le illustrates that an inefficient reflector not only impacts the efficacy of the
optical design, but also illustrates the impact that this can have on the operating
temperature, and ultimately, the efficiency, of the LEDs themselves.
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A LED device’s oi)tical power ()nti)ut may also be imi)roved ))y using an array of
LEDs, and this is facilitated by using bare LED chips rather than packages. However
the oi)tical design i)robleni then becomes designing o])tics for a non-uniform and
extended light source |4()].
The reflector design problem for non-imaging systems such as the EX series of
l)roducts is essentially a non-imaging optics concentrator problem, i.e. concentrating
and maximising the optical i)ower per unit area, without concern for producing a
coherent optical image, as is required in imaging optics. The emphasis in these
systems is in reducing the angtdar emission ])attern of the LEDs |29|. In typical
solar concentrator ai)])lications the emphasis is on maximising the concentration
ratio and increasing the optical jjower per unit area as much as possible. This is
not re(iuired to the same extent in other non-imaging systems, where achieving the
maximum i)Ossible oi)tical power per unit area is not always recpiired. Rather the
l)ow('r per unit area needs to b(' increased to the })oint that the irradiance at the
targ('t j)lane reaches a })articular value, and that the irradiance is uniform across a
surface' area of some' arbitrary shai)e. In order to achieve this, non-iniaging syste'ins
an' not n'stricte'd by the' consieh'rations that aj)i)ly to imaging oi)tics, namely that
('ach j)oint on an object must b(' faithfully niai)i)('d to its i)osition on the image'.
Insteael, the' eelge'-ray i)rine-iple' may be aj)plied. This alle)ws the rays ce)ming from
the illuminateel or se)urce' e)bie'ct te) be scrambleel in any way, with the e)nly e-e)nstraint
being that all the rays are' be)uneleel by eelge rays, wliieT must make it through the
system fre)ni e)bject te) image. This ensures that all the rays in between the eelge
rays alse) make it thre)ugh the system |29|.
With full autonomy te) eh'sign an oi)tinial e)i)tical system arounel an inelivielual
LED, e)r a LED array, an e)})tiniisation function, such as Zemax’s merit function or
a computer pretgram such as that useel by Zhang, Gao, anel Chen |36| may be useel.
Similarly a freeform reflector elesign algorithm may be used, such as that illustrateel
by Liu et al. |16| to proeluce a uniform circular pattern with an extendeel sepiare
light source, and by Wu et al. |41| using an iterative elesign process to proeluce a
freeform reflector for use with an exteneleel source. Hetwever when the seconelary
optics are constraineel by mechanical parameters, proeluction costs and ease of man
ufacture, the freeelom of elesign must, by necessity, be significantly curtaileel. When
elesigning the EX reflectors, planar reflectors for which the reflector surface hnish.
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l)ositi()ii and angle conld ho altered, but only within a narrow range of parameters,
were of i)riniary interest. The })riniary concern with the FX line of ])rodncts was
to illnininate honiogeneonsly and nniformly within a certain area, and at a certain
working distance (nsnally ~ 2 mm). Also of potential interest were parabolic reflec
tors, which, with a point source at their focal point, i)rodnce parallel light rays, and
conld be used to produce a collimated beam |40|.
The reflector optimisation work was ongoing thronghont the project period, as
it was the single most imi)ortant optical element of the design. This relied heavily
on com])iiter modelling using the oi)tical design program Zeinax®. Creating a me
chanically accurate model, sometimes with the aid of CAD stej) files, recinired the
use of optically ai)i)roi)riat(' coatings and materials. This recpiired the nse of various
elements of Zeniax's bnilt-in modelling fnnctions to accurately describe.

1.4.2

Microleiises

A potential alternative to reflectors in ])rodncing a particnlar irradiance distribution
or peak irradianc(' is the nse of microlens technology. Ball lenses an' ns('d with U\'
LET)s to j)rovide collimation in some' ai)])hcations, such as the Sensor Electronic
Technology U\'T()I’255. This contains a G..35 mm diam('t('r lens to produce' a 7°
output angle |42|, which has been used in testing the suitability of deej) V\ (<
350 nm) LED packages in (h'vice charge management in outer s{)ace |18|. This is a
relatively large h'lis, which enables it to provide good collimation due to the principle
of the conse'i vation of etendne.
Daly et al. |43| made photoresist lenses np to 0.8 mm diameter by melting islands
of the photoresist on a glass snbstrate. Lenses of various shajjes, inclnding si)herical
and cylindrical were inodneed using photolithographic teclmicines, with a melt step
that allowed surface tension to create the final shape of the lenses. The lenses were
formed nsing grating masks and positive photoresist in two ways: in a single exi)osnre
step, with the snbsecpient melt step providing all of the shaping, and a staggered
exposure method, where the grating is stepped sideways across the diameter of
the lens and the exposure time is varied to allow longer exposure at the edges. The
latter method allows the basic shape of the lens to be produced before the melt step,
which allows the melt ste]) to sinii)ly smooth the surface rather than shape it. A
third method did not require a mask, but relied on recording the interference pattern
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of three coherent liglit beams in the i)}iotoresist prior to developing and melting. The
lenses j)rodnced in this way woidd then be used as a blank for producing a inonld in
which replica lenses could be cast. The required thickness before exposure depended
on the diameter and the focal length desired, and conld be calcnlated for the shape
of the of lens to be ])rodnced. Snbseqnent calcnlations were simplified as, for a
given mmierical ai)ertnre [NA], all lens dimensions were found to increases linearly
with lens diameter. The /# is a dimensionless ratio of the focal length to the lens’s
entrance i)ui)il diameter, which is commonly used to define lenses:
f-jiuniber =

=

effective focal length
diameter of exit pupil

(1.5;

An f-nnmber (E(p 1.5) lower limit of f/2 was found to exist due to the need for the
resist to be sufficiently thick to allow surface tension to create the desired spherical
sha])e, however the focal length of spherical lenses conld be increased using the
stei)ped ex])osnr(' method. As well as this focal-length limit imposed due to layers
of ])hotoresist Ix'ing too thin, an uj)i)er limit on lens diameter was found to occur
when th(' layc'r of resist was nxinired to be too thick for good (jiiality layers to be
produced. Layers that wen' too thick w('re also found to absorb the light befon' it
penetrated tin' ('iitin' thickiK'ss of the resist, and to form bul)bl('s when heated |43|.

1.5

Preceding Development Work

ProPhotonix Ltd. had already developed a small LED cnriiig lanq) (Fig.
the FXl, that contained 40 (40 x 1 line conhguration

E4),

see Fig. E5) LEDs with

a gradually varying non-uniform pitch (LED si)acing), and a chrome reflector (76
in Fig. L6) designed to produce a 40° output angle. The non-uniform pitch was
designed to improve the nniformity by increasing the beam width in the longitudinal
(see Fig. L4) dimension, as the LEDs were more tightly packed at the module edges.

Over the course of the project the basic form factor of the chrome reflector would
be retained, and would become the D4 (named for its 40° output angle) modular
light-head, even as the reflector material went through various iterations, and the
design was tweaked to maximise the optical output, \arious other modular light-
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Figure 1.4: The original Cobra Cure FXl

/44l-

Figure 1.5: LED substrate with, polynnide flexis. AIN Substrate SO, LED SI, photodiodes
S2, Resistor SS, thermistor S4, solder pad S5, polynnide flexi SO, Dowel pin holes S7 l44/-

lu'ad ()])ti()iis

also (levtdoix'd, both lor tlie FXl and foi' its larger countt'iparts,

the FX‘2 and FX3. Those modular light heads were designed to fit onto the standard
FX inodnle (inelnding LEDs, heatsinking, (deetronies, and meehanieal housing), to
produce modules with ('asily configurable optical properties.

1.6

Optical Modelling

For this project, all optical modelling was carried out using Zemax® 12, 13, or Optic
Studio 17.5. Zemax is a powerful optical design program introduced in the early
199()s. It is a useful tool in simnlating a variety of experimental 0})tical systems and
assessing changes to the system without the need for full experimental iterations.
Zemax can j)erform calculations on decentred and tilted systems, as well as provid
ing grai)hical analysis options |45|, and supports two ray tracing modes: sequential
and non-sequential |46|. In non-sequential mode Zemax traces the path of an indi
vidual ray along the path that the various system objects refract or reflect it into. At
each object the ray is refracted, reflected or absorbed, as appropriate, and the new
path is coin})uted. In this mode rays can interact with objects in any order, unlike
17

Figure 1.6: Cut-through of I'eflector component, designed to fit mound the LED array
sitting in the aperture in between refi.ective surfaces 76. 70: Reflector component, 71:
Undercut slot for removable outer window, 72: Undercut for inner window, 73: Screw
holes, 7f: Lightpipe, 75: Hinge section for removable outer window, 76: Reflector surface

uu

sequential mode in which rays are traced from surface' to surface in a ])re-defined
seeiuence |47|. However, non-seciuential mode also treats the o])tical coni})onents
diherently. In non-seeiuential mode Zemax makes use' e)f full 3D soliel-object moelels,
rather than just e)i)tie-al surfae-es. se) that the nie)ele'l take's ae-e-e)unt e)f all e)f the e)])tie-ally ae-tive' surfae-e's pre'se'iit, sue h as meelianie-al he)usings, ne)t just the' ele'libe'rately
eh'signeel e-e)m])e)ne'nts.

Ne)n-se'eiue'ntial nie)ele' was use'el thre)ughe)ut the' nie)ele'lling

we)rk eletaileel in this re'])e)rt, be'e-ause a ce)mplete ce)mple'x system, including 3D me'chanical parts were ine-lueleel in the inoelel, in order to eletermine the im])act e)f such
l)arts e)n the i)erfe)rniane-e' e)f the FX me)elule.
Althe)ugh it is ne)t always nee-essary to inchiele i)e)larisatie)n effects in a ray trace,
Zemax may alse) be useel te) investigate the impact that e)ptie‘al coatings have e)n
reflection anel absor])tion losses in the system, acce)reling to the Fresnel efficiencies
|48|.

However, when incoherent sources such as LEDs are used, the average of

both i)olarisations can be used. In modelling LEDs, their extended nature must,
however, l)e considered, while also taking account of their Lambertian radiation
})attern. There are broadly two classes of modelling carried out with LED sources,
near-field and far-held, although it can be useful to consider a mid-held between
the two |24|. Near-held modelling considers the optical response for a distance no
greater than 5 times the maximum source dimension, while the far-held is considered
everything beyond that. In the near-held the source is treated as an extended object,
while in the far-held it is considered to be a point. Eurther, when a rehector is very
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large (•()iii])are(l to the light soiiree, that light source may be considered a point,
but when the dinieiisioiis of the two are comparable the extended nature of the
source must be considered |41|. The LEDs used in the FX series are bare chips (no
built-in secondary optics), with an approximately Lambertian distribution, and can
therefore be modelled as extended Lambertian sources to a good approximation |24|.
Monte Carlo (stochastic) methods may be used in efficient simulation and oi)timisation of numerous systems, including optical design simulation problems, such as
diffiise reflector simulation |49|. LEDs with integrated optics, such as encaj)sulant,
are harder to model analytically than bare chips [50], and the addition of secondary
o])tics makes the use of Monte Carlo ray tracing more efficient than analytical meth
ods. The Monte Carlo method relies on re])eated random sampling where the use
of an algorithm to determine exact results is not available or not practical [hi].
Monte Carlo integration involves sampling the relevant function with discr('te ran
dom numbers, until ('iiough have been sami)led to ])roduce an accurate' ])icture of
tin* analytical result. Disadvantages include the re(}uirement for signiheant comput
ing r('sourc('s. tin' inability of the method to give exact results and the fact that
th(' re'sult is only as good as the supi)lied model j)aramet('rs allow, such that if tin'
nioch'l is not ])hysically accurate in some' way, the result, too, will be iimacciirate
|52|. Zemax utilise's one of two sanii)hng i)rocedures in its Monte Carlo simulations:
a long-})('riod random number ge'iK'rator or Sobol sampling |53|. The long-i)eriod
random number generator is used by default, but the Sobol method is faster because
it is not a ((luasi-)randoni number generator, but is rather a nunilx'r generator that
produces a uniform distribution in probability space. Sobol sampling delivers good
sampling uniformity even over relatively small sami)le sizes. A truly random, very
large sanij)le, Monte Carlo simulation is more accurate, but with limited time Sobol
saniiding provides a good api)roximation |53|.
Coni])utational ray tracing is based on the laws of refraction and reflection gov
erned by Snell’s law and the Fresnel ecpiations |48]. Snell’s law:
UoSiriOo

=

UiSinO]

1 6)

( .

Where iig and nj are the indices of refraction of the media in which the ray is
travelling. The angles of incidence, refraction and reflection are calculated with
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res])ect to the normal to the surface at the point at which the ray is incident. If
jij is less than iig it is possible that SinOi would be greater than 1. This is total
internal reflection, indicating that the ray is completely reflected at the boundary,
rather than any portion being refracted (evanescent waves are produced, l)ut do not
carry away any of the reflected ray’s energy (assuming that the wave has decayed
before coming into contact with any media of higher refractive index)). Snell’s
law allows the angle of refraction to be determined, but it may also be used to
mathematically describe the angle of reflection by setting ri] - -tiq |54|. Snell’s law
in its more generalised vector form is more useful for ray tracing |29|;
n'r' = nr + in'r' ■ n ~ nr ■ n)n

(1.7)

where r and r’ are the incident and refracted/n'hected vectors, resj)ectively, n is
the normal vector and n and n’ are the refractive indices of the media that the
ray transverses |55|. The vector formulation for reflection can also be stated more
simply as:
r" = r - 2{n • r)n |29|

(1.8)

wh('r(' r” is the reflected ray, n is the normal, and r is the incident ray. Snell’s law
does not deal with magnitude, but only direction. To determine the magnitude of
a light ray after interaction with a surface the Fresnel ecpiations are reciuired.
Wdiile Snell’s law describes the angles of refraction and reht'ction, the Fresnel
ecpiations describe the relative' magnitude of the refracted and reflected rays. Light
is an electromagnetic phenomenon, and can be described mathematically in terms
of electric (E) and magnetic (B) helds, which are bound together and continuously
regenerate each other. The electric and magnetic held components can be shown,
using Maxwell’s equations, to be in phase with, and jierpendicular to, each other
|33|.
The Fresnel ecpiations (equations 1.9 - 1.12) |33| are clehned according to whether
the electric (or magnetic) held is jiarallel (||) or iterpendicular (T) to the plane of
incidence (the {)lane containing both the direction of propagation of the ray, and the
surface normal). Ray tracing is concerned with the magnitude of the portion of the
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ray that is reflected (r) and transmitted {t):
UiCosOi — UtCosOi
ri

=

n^cosO^

(1.9)

iitCosOt

n^cosOt — TitCosOi
iiiCosOf

(1.10)

-h UtCosOi

2niCos0i
/,

=

UiCosOi
f\\

where

=

(1.11)

+ nfCosOf

2iiiCos0i
n^cosOt

(1.12)

+ ritCosOi

and /^y are the transmission coefficients for i)er])endicular and i)arallel po

larisation resi)eetively, and ry and

are the refieetion coefficients for the two polar

isation orientations. This is illustrated, for various incidence angles, at an air-glass
interface, in Fig. 1.7.

•c
5?

V
Figure 1.7: The amplitude eoefficients of reflection and transmission as a function of
incident angle for an air-glass interface (nt^l.5) jSS]

Ecjuations 1.11 and 1.12 can he used to show that, as the incident angle aj)i)roaches
90°, the transmitted irradiance approaches 0, and, from ecpiations 1.9 and 1.10, that
all of the light is reflected at this incidence angle. This shows that for grazing
incidence (angles approaching 90°), the majority of the light is reflected. Similarly,
as the incident angle approaches 0°, or normal incidence, the transmitted angle also
approaches 0° (Snell’s law) and the equations reduce to:
fh

-

fh

n, + rii
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(1.13)

2n,

tw = t

n, + n,

(1.14)

For normal incidence, the percentage of light reflected and transmitted is dependent
only on the refractive indices of the media.
The above description of light’s behaviour at an interface assumes a perfectly
specnlar surface, which is not realistic (nor, for many applications, desirable), and
the material’s diffuse scattering properties must also be accounted for. Monte-Carlo
computational optical modelling allows for this, as a surface may be dehned with
a stochastic diffuse comj)onent. which can be easily altered to match experimental
observations of the modelled svstem.

1.7

Real-Time Sensing

In cnring api)hcations, such as cnring inks at j)rint heads and curing resins for
3D ])rinting, cured material can build np on the outer window of the light-head
modnle. which can absorb light and resnlt in a drop in output irradiance, as shown
in Fig. 1.8. This can occur across tin' length of the window (b) and (c), or just

(b)

(d)

Figure 1.8: (a) Clean outer window, (b) Uniform deposit of material on outer window,
(c) SpecMed deposit of material on outer window, (d) Deposit on material in a single
location on outer window (441-

in localised areas (d), both of which are problematic for achieving a uniform and
full cure in a sample.

A common method of dealing with this issue is to shut

down the system and physically scrai)e away the cured material. Alternatively the
light head may be immersed - for up to an hour - in a chemical solution that
dissolves the cured material, allowing it to be removed. Both of these solutions are
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time (‘oiisnmiiig, esi)ecially given that the module may have to be removed from
the printer

production line, and can lead to permanent damage to the window,

which can have an adverse impact on uniformity, irradiance and dose. ProPhotonix
Ltd. developed an outer window removal system that did not require any special
tools and exj)ertise, but which would allow the window to be easily replaced when
contaminated, minimising system down-time |44].
It was envisaged that this innovation would be coupled with a real-time feedback
system, that would alert users to the fact that the window was contaminated, before
it could negatively affect print (juality by going unnoticed for a period of time. This
system was envisaged to incorporate two photodiodes, one to directly sample the
ontj)nt from the substrate (the ‘direct })hotodiodeh closer to the LEDs in Fig. 1.5).
and one to sample the feedback from the window (the ‘window j)hotodiode’: farthest
from the LEDs in Fig. 1.5). through the use of a lightpipe (57 in Fig. 1.9 and 46
in Fig. 1.10) and rehc'ctions from the lip (56 in Fig. 1.9) of the window retainer /
clamp (55 in Fig. 1.9) (tin' moveable part used to allow easy access to the outer
window). Th(' lattc'r })hotodiode would sit directly under the lightpijx' ('xit (45 in

Figure 1.9: The. rtiam features of the. light-head,. 50: Mam body (below hght-head), 51:
light-head, 52: outer window, 53: slot grip (to allow a tool to be. used to apply leverage to the
window elani.p), 54: finger grip to allow user to release the window elanip, 55: outer window
elanip, 56: elanip ‘mirror' (I'e.fleet.we part of clamp, to reflect light down the lightpipe to
the ‘window photod.iode', 57: lightpipe (to ea.rry reflected light from the clamp ‘mirror’ to
the ‘window photodiode’ f44j-

Fig. 1.10), and it would be able to log any changes in light reflected at the window/
air interface through total internal reflection (TIR). TIR is reflection at a boundary
where the incidence angle exceeds the critical angle for refraction. It occurs when
light is incident at a boundary with a lower external refractive index, and occurs at
the point at which Gi in SnelLs law reaches 90° (Eq. 1.6). It was envisaged that
high angle light would be scattered by cured material on the outer window surface;
this would then be reflected back to the inner window surface where TIR would
occur and the light would be reflected along the width length of the window until
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Figure 1.10: Potential mechanifim. for irradiance m.easv.rem,ent at the glass window. fO:
LED array, fl: reflecA.or, J^2: inner window, 43: outer window, 44- material, 45: photodi
ode, 45: lightpipe, 45: clarnp, 48: cd.anip ‘mirror’ 144]-

it reached the reheetive window retainer lip (claiii]) ‘mirror'). Tlie system wonld he
designed to sense any changes in the (quantity of light reflected at the outer window
honndary (as shown in Fig. 1.10), and compare that to the output of the other, direct
sani])le, ])hotodiode. Dei)ending on the inagnitnde of the dej)osit. this light signal
wonld likely he (piite small. Therefore the window ])hotodiode electronics wonld
need to he (piite sensitive, while the direct photodiode wonld need to he less so.
The comhination of the jihotodiode signals wonld tlnni indicate whether the change
was due to LEI) (h'gradation, or through changes in the oiitical charact('ristics of
th(' window.
This real-time feedback h'atnre was not successfully implemented at the time for
a nimih('r of r('asons, inclnding ])hotodiode saturation issue's and due to damage
to th(' photodiode from high irradiance V\ ('xposnre during initial testing. The
dev('lopment of a fnnetioning real-time feedback system that would allow the user
to both track tin' lih'time degradation of the LEDs, and to monitor for change's in
the optical projierties of the window, was reepiired. The continnation of this work
was one of the goals of the project outlined in this thesis, however this was not
comiileted, as other design changes took precedence.

1.8

Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows: chapter 2 details the optical
modelling and jirototyping undertaken in the development of the FX series reflec
tor optics. This includes an examination of the accuracy of the Zemax models, an
in-depth look at the reflector optimisation work, and the motivation for, and de
scription of, the development of a new light-head design, the D\V. Chai)ter 3 details
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the inieroleiising work undertaken, wliich eonsists primarily in Zemax modelling for
the FX series, but also details the practical work nndertakeii in characterising a
collimating line-light design, which is appropriate for use with LEDs. Finally Chaj)ter 4 gives the residts of some initial characterisation work done on the substrate
l)hotodiodes inclnded for real-time sensing. This chapter also looks at some initial
development work nndertakeii to thoroughly characterise them, and discusses some
complications that might arise in the real-time sensing design feature.
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Chapter 2
Interchangeable Light-Head
Development Through Reflector
Optimisation
2.1

Product Overview

The i)i()t()ty])(' D4 F'Xl oiitliiK'd in Section 1.5, and tin' larger inenihers of the
s('ries, tlu' FX2 and FX5 ar(' shown in Fig. 2.1. Tlu'se single inodidc's arc' 77 iniii in
width, with varying lengths and heights. Customer testing and feedback has led to
th(' develoi)nient of tlirc'c major light-head types: a collimated onti)nt design (Cl),
with an off-the-shelf rod lens, which is designed to onti)nt maximiini irradiance,
and to control the shape of the ont])nt beam, a reflector controlled design (D4)
whi(4i controls the divergence and output angles of the light, while still providing
good dose, and a low i)rofile design (D\V) where the LEDs are close to the window
to provide maximum dose at short working distances. The Cl design is optically
not very efficient due to the j)resence of the lens, therefore, while it provides good
irradiance, its total light output, reflected in its dose, is not as good as the D4 or D\V
designs, which do not exhibit the same optical losses. These are illustrated in Fig.
2.2, although the Cl only exists for the FXl. Some of the key features of the series
are given in Table 2.1. The typical irradiance and dose values for 395 nm modules
are given, as this is the most popular wavelength. 365 nm and 385 nm LEDs are less
efficient, so their optical output is lower. There has not been much interest in the
405 nm wavelength, despite their efficiency surpassing that of 395 nm LEDs, partly
26

FX3

77mm

Figure 2.1: A Cobra Cure FXl, FX2 & FX3

DW

Figure 2.2: Diveujeiice angle illastratioii fo?' the three major light-head types in the FX
series.

due to visi))le s])('ctniiii aiiibieiit light interference with the j)h()t()initiat()r.

2.2

Uniformity

As a D4 FXl design was already in j^lace, the initial reflector optimisation work
involved exaniining the o})tieal characteristics of the current design and determining
whether design tweaks could improve the performance of the lamp. This was a
largely a])i)hcation driven process, for which there were a number of key parameters
of i)riniary interest such as total dose, irradiance, divergence angle, and uniformity.
Sufficient dose and irradiance are crucial in initiating and achieving a full cure, but
divergence angle is also considered important to prevent curing down the print line,
or at the print head itself. To achieve this it is necessary to prevent highly divergent
light which, due to the nature of high angle reflections (see Fig. 1.7), has a higher
chance of reflecting and propagating down the line, or back into the print head.
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Table 2.1: Som,e FX series key feat,ures, including the S95nni (most popular wavelength)
irradiance and dose values measured at a 2 mm working distance, except for the Cl, mea
sured at a 3.5 mm working distance (where the peak irradiance typically occurs).
FXl
Feature
Irradiance (395nrn)(W/cm2)
Energy density(395nm)(J/cm2)
Illumination Area (mm)
Communication
365, 385, 395, 405 (nm)
48V Power Supply
Fan-Cooled
2 Mounting Options
Scalable System

D4
4.4
5.0

DW
7.8
7.8

FX2
Cl
6.0
4.2

77x10
14-pin Analog
X
X
X
X
X

D4
8.4
17.5

FX3
DW
12.5
18.2

77x20
RS485
V
X
X
✓

D4
16
42
77x20
RS485
X
X
V
X
X

DW
28
55

Finally, iinifonnity of optical output eusiires au even euro along the lougth of the
uiatorial being inadiatod.
Uiiifonnity may be iiieasured through the flux (irradiance) variation, and the
percentage non-uniformity. The flux vacation is defined using three ])aranieters,
the max, mean, and min irradiance, and two ecjiiations, as:
Flux ra riot ion 1

{max — mean)
<
mean

10%

[mean — m/n)
flux variation 2 = ------------------ < lOVc
mean

:2.i)
2.2)

[

At 33.5 mm from the origin to every direction along longitudinal axis, at a 2 mm
working distance, it was recpiired that both flux variation 1 and 2 should be less
than 10 %, as shown in Fig. 2.3.
The percentage non-uniformity is a measure of the multi-module uniformity when
two lam])s are stacked longitudinally adjacent to each other. It is also defined using
irradiance values, as:
Percentage non-uniformity = 100 x

{max — min at lamp interface)
max

(2.3)

This was useful both as a measure of the scalability of the lam])s (stacking the
lamps longitudinally adjacent to each other), but also often correlated with the
flux variation, and could therefore also function as a prediction of single module
uiiihormity. Like the flux variation, it was typically measured at a 2 mm working
distance. The smaller the percentage non-uniformity, the better.
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Figure 2.3: Typical D4 FXl longitudinal profile with lines indicating 33.5 mm from the
origin in both longitudinal directions.

Aside fi'OMi irradiaiice and dose levels, the unifoniiity j)roved to he the most impor
tant, and ehallenging, to optimise. Other parameters, such as i)eak wavelength were
also important, hut not as (•hallenging to achieve. Lahoratory testing of prototyi)e
D4 FXls showed that the flux variation 2 is closer to 20 %.

2.3

Reflector Material

The initial FX series nTeetor material was chrome. This was highly s])ec\darly re
flective, and ap])eared to he working well initially. However, it was soon noticed that
in long-t(nni lifetime test modules the elirome coating was discolouring, and that
those modules’ o])tieal efficiency was droi)])ing. As a result, alternative reflector ma
terials were examined. Comparing three prototype reflectors, a chrome, a machined
and polished aluminium, and a bright anodised ahiminium, as in Fig. 2.4, showed
that the highly sj)ecnlarly reflective chrome slightly improved the total dose, due to
ini])roved efficiency of the chrome reflector (~ 4% more efficient at coupling light out
of the system, when new), hut that peak irradiaiice was comparahle across all three.
This test was done using the same FXl snhstrate run at the same drive current,
with only the reflector optics changed. It can he seen that the peak shape is flatter
in the chrome, indicating that the reflectors are more efficiently coupling light out
of the light-head. This affected the total dose (as a measure of the efficiency of the
module as a whole). There was some difference between the anodised aliiininium
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(b):

Figure 2.4: Beam shape and relative dose for three reflecdor types in the FXl: chrome,
machined and polished alnminiiim, and clear anodised aluminium.

and the iiiachined and polished alnininiuni, as shown in Fig. 2.4 (b), with the bright
anodised alninininin exhibiting a slightly more stpiare ])rohle at the peak.
At that time the anodised almninimn was chosen as it was considered that it would
be more chemically stable over the lifetime of the module, while the machined and
polished almninimn would b(' likely 1o oxidise in th(' non-hernietically sealed lighthead enviromiK'iit. This material was used in the FX prototypes until a chang(' was
made to a niat('rial (h'signed for o])tical rehc'ctors, Alanod’s 32()G |5G|, which was
sel('ct('d aft('r comparison with another Alanod mat('rial, a MIRO® 430()UP |57|.
These w('re selected for initial test based on consultation with a cnstonier already
using th(' 32()G with high irradiance U\\ and based on a recommendation from
Alanod. In an intc'grating si)here the o])tical efficiency of FXl D4 reflectors made
using these materials was conii)ared by sampling the total light output from an FXl
module with the reflectors in place. Multiple sani])les of each reflector ty])e were
characterised and both materials ])erformed ecpially well. The 320G was selected
based on customer experience with the material.

2.4

Computer Modelling and Laboratory Testing

In building the Zeinax models of the FX series of products both ‘simple coatings’
(coatings that simply define how much light is reflected, absorbed, and transmitted
by a surface) and Zemax’s built in scattering properties (such as Lambertian scat
ter fractions) were used to model the optical surfaces. When a coating is applied,
Zemax’s polarisation function must be enabled for an a])plied coating to have any
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effect, as a coating’s optical })ropeities are deterniiiied by the Fresnel ecpiations for
transinission and reffection at the boundary |58|. Similarly ray splitting and scat
tering must be enabled for a material’s scattering characteristics to have any effect.
Finally, when the LEDs were created random source polarisation was selected, as
LEDs are sources of incoherent light whose polarisation is random. The models were
relied u])on heavily throughout the project, but lab testing of prototype modules
was also carried out where ])ossible, to characterise sample modules and to validate
Zeniax models.
During the initial computer modelling work the reflectors on the FX i)roduct se
ries were defined with a sini])le ‘Metal2' (a default coating defined as 0.04 pm of
alnminium |58|) coating, irrespective of which type they were. Ftowever, later, Zemax’s user customisabk' scattering functions were used to better characterise the
anodised aluminium reflector material (the chrome had already been discontinued
wIk'ii

this work was done). Zemax scattering models are defined in a scatter profile

hie. which a])i)lies user (h'hned parameters to tin' appr(p)riate statistical function.
Thes(' scattering mochds include a "TwoGaussian’, and a ‘Gaussian_X\'. These are
similar, but the ‘TwoGaussian' allows two Gaussian scatter fractions to b(' (h'hned
for a surface if tlu'n' is a j)rimarv and sc'condary scattc'iing function ai)i)arent in
the surface, with diffen'iit widths. The ■Gaussian_X\'’ function also contains the
l)rovision for a second Gaussian scatter fraction, but this one must be mutually i)erja'iidicular to the first. However, unlike the ‘TwoGaussian’, it does not contain any
l)rovision for adding a Lambertian coni])onent to the function. To dehne a coating
based on these functions, the reflected image of a LED ring light created (Experimen
tally was matched by gradually altering the parameters of these functions in Zemax.
\ arious working distances between 10 nun and 100 mm were used, and the computer
model and exi)erimental images formed were iteratively compared while changing
the various parameters, until they visually matched at each working distance. Some
components were more easily dehned than others; the Lambertian scattered propor
tion could be compared to the scattering from some white paper, which is a ~ 100
%

Lambertian scatterer. Comparing the scatter fractions across sample and paper

allows the estimation of the approximate percentage Lambertianally scattered.
A ‘TwoGaussian’ model |59| was used to define the anodised aluminium’s optical
proi)erties. Eirst, the ])ercentage energy transmitted l)v the surface is defined by
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using a surface coating as a l)ase. These coatings have the form I.XX, where XX is
the percentage of light transmitted, and all energy that is not transmitted is assumed
to be reflected. The FX reflectors were defined as rectangular volumes, with 4 faces.
By applying the a])propriate scattering function to one face only and defining the
others as absorbing, all transmitted rays are, effectively, absorbed. Once the fraction
of transmitted energy has been defined, the user defines how much of the remainder is
Lambertian scattered and Gaussian scattered, and how much is si)ecnlarly reflected.
The Gaussian scattered portion of the function dehnes how well the features of the
sources may be discerned in the hnal image, and their magnification (the function
calls for the scatter width, as well as the scatter fraction).
The clear anodised aluminium reflector surface exhibited a clearly visible direc
tionally dependent component to the Gaussian scatter function, due to machining
before the part was anodised, and therefore the ‘Gaussian_X\'' scattering func
tion would have been ideal, excei)t that a Lambertian component was also recpiired.
Because a larger proi)ortion of the light was scattered Lambertianally. the Lam
bertian scattering characteristic of the anodised aluminium was considered mor('
important than tin' directionally d('i)endent diherencc' in tin' Gaussian profih's, and
a 'TwoGaiissian’ function was

us(h1.

Fdnally,

wIkui

th(' move was made to Alanod,

the 32()G coating did not lu'ed to be characteriscHl for Zeinax, as Alanod provided
a BRDF (bidirectional reflectance distribution function) file for the 32()G material,
which could be loaded into Zeinax and which allowed the surface to be very accu
rately modelled.
As yet there is no industry standard for lab characterisation of U\" lamps, in terms
of the data jiresented or the ojitical meters used, or for the reporting of lamp data on
datasheets. Different manufacturers and customers use different optical meters, and
oj)tical power

irradiance (Wcm ^)

intensity (Wsr ^) may be reported anywhere

from the surface of the lamp, to the surface of a sample, which may itself be at any
arbitrary distance from the lain]) |2|. The measurements taken of the Cobra Cure
LA' series in ProPhotonix were driven by customer requirements, and were done
predominantly at very short working distances, such as 2 mm.
ProPhotonix already had some experience with UV LEDs, and had been using
Loctite Radiometer Dosimeters |60] to characterise the optical outputs of the devices
made using these LEDs. The Loctite device is capable of measuring irradiances uj)
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to 20 \Vcni“^, and operating at teini)eratnres iij) to 50 °C, so it is well suited to char
acterising the FXl. However the FX2 and FX3 are a higher UV irradiance, therefore
for optical and therinal reasons the Loctite meter is not suitable, as temperatures at
the meter surface ra])idly api)roach 50 °C, and irradiances, for the FX3, surpass 20
Wcm

Another downside of the meter is the lack of a PC interface, which would

allow for real-time remote measnrenients. Nonetheless the meter is very useful for
determining beam shape, when the measurement can be done at low optical irradi
ance levels. The Loctite meter has a small 1 mm diameter aperture, which helps in
sani])ling a small solid angle, but also limits the high angle light that is picked up.
Discrei)ancies in ProPhotonix measurements versus customer measurements of the
same lamps soon showed that the differences in the met('rs used had a significant
impact on the ineasurements made.
One way of conii)ensating for this was to use a measurement which correlates well
with the customer's, ('ven when the absolute values are not coni])arable. Dose as
measured by the customer was found to correlate well with optical ])ower measureiiK'iits made using an integrating s])h(U(' coupled with a Thorlabs Sr20\ C sensor.
While this sensor is iat('d at th(' wavelengths recpiired (200

1100 nm), it is not

rated for high i)ow('red light source's (it may be iisc'd ip) to a maximum 50 niW),
and does not handk' high t('mj)eratures we'll. Xe)n('the'less, it was still e)ccasie)nally
useel for characterising the FX me)elules, when the measurements coulel be elone at
a large elistancey e)r just a small sample e)f the te)tal light e)utput was sampled, such
as with an integrating sj)here. When this was pe)ssible, it was especially useful as
it has the ability te) interface with a PC, via the PMIOOD meter and the Thorlabs
Power Meter Software’s 0])tical Power Meter Utility, and the test may, therefore,
be done remotely, without unnecessarily exposing the oi)erator to U\^ radiation.
One other o])tical meter, an FIT® LEDCure^^ LED-R^^^ Series Profiling Ra
diometer L395 40W |61|, is commonly used in ProPhotonix to characterise the FX
series of lamps. This meter has been designed for use with liigh irradiance U\" cur
ing sources, at 395 nm, and facilitates data transfer to a PC via ElT’s PowerView
Software® 11. It is not remotely operable however, which is a disadvantage, espe
cially when testing higher irradiance lights. These meters were used as appropriate
throughout the lab testing of the FX series of modules.
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2.5

Model validation

Tlie majority of design work was done virtually, with only the snccessfnl design
changes being implemented aiid prototyped. Therefore there was limited opportu
nity to validate the model against real-world data. However, some initial Zemax
model validation was carried out with the prototype D4 FXl and the first FXl
model, and with prototyped FX3s early in the design stage. This latter data is
presented in Section 2.C.2. Part of the FXl validation consisted in measuring the
loiigitndinal beam shape and the relative irradiances at three typical working dis
tances, 0 mm (a), 2 mm (b), and 4 mm (c).
The real-world prototype data is shown in Fig. 2.5, along with the corresi)onding
modelled data. A AIetal2' coating with no scattering was used during this early
testing, to model the anodised ahmiininm reflectors.
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Figure 2.5: Loiiyttudmal hmin shape and relative irradiaiiee for three 'workiny distances,
0 nnn (a), 2 niin (b), and 4
(c), measured using the Loctite meter and two prototype
D4 FXl, stacked longitudinally. These were compared to the Zemax model results at the
same working distances. The dip at 0 mm on the abscissa occur at the interface between
the two longitudinally adjacent modules.

This D4 Zemax model j)redicted FW'HM divergence angles as shown in Fig. 2.6;
~ 40° divergence fnll angle in the lateral axis and a ~ 110° divergence full angle in
the longitudinal. The divergence angles were measured in the lab using an anodised
almnininm prototy])e module, using the Thorlabs sensor with a 1 mm diameter
aperture at 500 mm working distance from the oi)tical centre of the lamp. This
configuration was chosen as it gave a very small sampled solid angle (~ 3 x 10'® sr).
The sensor was rotated, around the optical centre of the lamp, in 10° increments.
The resnlts are shown in Fig. 2.7. This prototype data compares well with the
modelled prediction in both axes, with a ~ 23° half angle (~ 46° fnll angle) in the
lateral, and a ~ 53° half angle (~ 106° fnll angle) in the longitudinal axis measured.
Further model validation and oj)timisation work is outlined in Sections 2.6.2 and
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Figure 2.6: Zernax directivity plot for a Df FXl.
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Figure 2.7: Diveryeiice aiiyles uivasurvd usiiiy a Df FXl with. an. anodised aluininrain.
reflector, and conipa,red. to a point source’s Lambertian emission curve, typical of bare
LEDs.

2.8, and Zeiiiax iiiodelliiig was considered reliably able to able to indicate trends,
as shown above, but it also inherently involved a signihcant margin of error, and
therefore it was not eonsid('red reliably able to predict al)Sohite values. Instead
the Zeinax model j)redictions for a new design would be coni])ared to the reallife prototype’s values, which would allow tentative predictions to be made of a
likely change to the optical characteristics of a lamp. Likewise laboratory tests of
rei)eatability indicated that measurements were precise to within ± 0.2 Wcm ^ /
Jcni-2.
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2.6
2.6.1

Reflector optimisation
FXl

The majority of modelling in this project involved investigating the impact of the
FX series’ reflectors. These included the reflector’s position relative to the edge of
the inodnle (bine in Fig. 2.8), and relative to the edge of the LEDs (horizontal LED
clearance - red in Fig. 2.8).
Inner window

Inner window

Reflector
proximity to
^edge of
module
Reflector

Reflector
proximity
to LEDs

__

LEDs

.. LED row

~T\

Edge of module housing '

Figure 2.8: Svlicinaiic of one of the inajor yaranieters varied durini) the 7'efl.eetor oytniiisat'ioii part of the projeet: ri’fleetor position relative to the edge of the module, and relative
to the LEDs.

Also of ini])ortance was th(' reflector angle, and the LED jiitcli, illustrati'd in Fig.
2.9. The refh'ctor is not just an optical surface, but also a structural one, and

Figure 2.9: Schematic of another two of the major parameters varied during the reflector
optimisation part of the project: reflector angle and LED jiitch. Also showing the inner
window ledge in orange.

provides support and an adhesion point for the inner window, as shown in Fig. 2.9.
The initial ProPhotonix design D4 FXl light-head iierfornied well in shaping
the lateral outjiut beam, while maximising lateral dose, and providing a good peak
irradiance. To illustrate this. Fig. 2.10, shows the beam sha})e and relative irradiance
for a D4 FXl and for LEDs with no secondary optics. The detector is at the same
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working distance from the LEDs (at the j)lane of the outer window in the D4). It

Figure 2.10: Norinalised irradiance beam pat,tern for a Df FXl and the same substrate
without the reflector or windows.

can he seen that the ])eak irradiance is ini])roved by controlling the divergence angle
of the lamp. As there are reflectors in both axes, this (;i)erates in both the lateral
and longitudinal axes. Even the dose (measured laterally) for the module without
the reflector is 8 % lower than the the module with tin' reflector. This is because the
n'fk'ctors Indj) to dirc'ct light out of the system that might otherwise' b(' tra])])('d in
th(' light-h('ad. The' combiiH'd ('ffect of this is large ('iiough to counte'ract the impact
of losses at th(' re'llector surface, as

W('ll

as lossc's at th(' two windows.

W hen the D4 EX jerototype' was hrst designed the re'flector angle in the longi
tudinal diniension, unlike the lateral dimension, was not designed with any optical
characteristics in mind. Instead its shaj)e was determined by the module’s mechan
ics. In the lateral diniension the reflector was designed to give a divergence full
angle of 40° (reflector angle 20°), while in the longitudinal axis the reflector was at
a 14° angle (relative to the optical axis, as shown in Eig. 2.9). In the longitudinal
dimension the reflector was placed such that there was 0.5 mm between the edge
of the outer LED and the base of the reflector. There was interest in the optimal
l)osition of the reflector relative to the LEDs, and so a varying horizontal LED clear
ance was modelled in Zemax, keeping other parameters constant. The total light
output (similar to a measure of the lamp’s dose) was used to comj)are the efficiency
of the different clearances, with the most efficient set up keeping the LEDs as close
to the reflector as possible, as shown in Eig. 2.11. This is in keeping with the
Eresnel reflection laws illustrated in Eig. 1.7, as higher incidence angles reflect more
efficiently, and incidence angle increases as LED proximity to the reflector increases.
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Figure 2.11: The effect of the horizontal clearance between the LEDs and the base of the
reflector on total light output from a lamp.

As a 0

111111

cleaiance is iiiiiiractical in practice a 0.5 iiiiii horizontal clearance was

used throughout the FX iirodncts.
Similarly, increasing the longitudinal reflector angle, as shown in Fig. 2.12, such
[IW-

iW

<= Side wall

Figure 2.12: (a) An increased reflector angle, of Stf, (b) the original design angle of 14°,
and (c) a reduced reflector angle of 5°. In all models the side wall (machined aluminium)
was modelled as a Lambertian scattering surface.

that the light ray’s iiieidence angle is maximised, improves the iiniformity across
modules. This is illustrated in the 15°

30° results in Fig. 2.13, and is due to more

light being directed into the region between lamps. It would be most beneficial to
reduce the light-head length, when increasing the reflector angle, as suggested by
the wasted space in Fig. 2.12 (a), but this coidd not be done without compromising
the 40° divergence angle in the lateral dimension.
Decreasing the reflector angle, on the other hand, opened up space to move the
reflector closer to the edge of the module, which effectively moving the edge reflectors
in adjacent modules closer together. This was also found to improve iiniformity over
not moving the reflector (‘5° k reflector’ and ‘10° k reflector’ in Fig. 2.13). Moving
the reflector closer to the edge of the module also increased the gap lietween the
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Figure 2.13: The Zemax modelled percentage non-uniformity for various reflector and
LED positioning parameters, where light-blue is the original design. ‘Reflector’ means the
reflector has been moved away from LEDs, towards the edge of the module, and ‘pitch’
means LED pitch has been changed to take advantage of the space opened up by moving the
refl,ector away from the LEDs (i.e. the LEDs are moved closer to the reflector).

edge LEDs and the reflect or. As shown in Fig. 2.11 inininiising this gaj) improves
efhei('nev, and it was also found to iini)rove uniformity (‘5°, reflector A" i)iteh’ and
‘10° refh'ctor A i)iteh’ in Fig. 2.13), as it, too, heljx'd to dir('et light into the region
between lanii)s. Wdiile maximising the iiK'ich'iiee angle provided improvements over
the then current design, minimising the distance between LEDs in adjacent modules
j)rovid('d the best ])erformanee ov('rall.
W hile maximising incidence angle to maximise eflicieney would usually be of pri
mary importance, the reflectors on the longitudinal edges of the FX modules are
relatively small in area, so do not contribute in a large way to efflciency. Also, an
im])roved uniformity takes j)recedence in their design, so the ‘5°, reflector A ])itch’
in Fig. 2.13 would be most ai)propriate in this regard. Significantly, increasing the
reflector angle did not im])rove dose, as might be ex])ected from the Fresnel laws,
because very high angle reflections interacted with the side wall instead of being
directed straight out of the light-head. This negatively impacted efficiency. Short
ening the light-head to eliminate this extra sj)ace shown in as shown in Fig. 2.12
woidd be ideal, but would negatively impact the beam shape and divergence in the
short axis. The 14° design reflector was, therefore, as good as the uniformity could
get without changing either the light-head length or the LED ])itch, which, as a
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significant product redesign, was not carried out at that time.
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Figure 2.14: The Zeniax juodelled percentage flux variation (2) for various reflector and
LED positioning parameters, where light-blue is the original design. ‘Reflector’ means the
7'efl.ector has been moved away from, LEDs, towards the edge of the module, and ‘pitch’
means LED pitch has been changed to take advantage of the space opened up by moving the
reflector away from the LEDs (i.e. the LEDs are moved closer to the refl.ector).

Flux variation 2 Ixdiavc'd broadly similarly to the percentage non-uniformity, as
shown in Fig. 2.14. lIow('v('r, increasing the rehc'ctor angle only had a limited
impact, as, at higher incidence angles, tin' reflector acted to direct the light outside
of th(' G7 mm Ix'am width spr'cihc'd in the ffnx variation calcnlation. For shallower
angle rehc'ctors, moving tin' reflector closer to the edge of the inodnle, without also
changing the LED pitch, did not improve the nniformity. This is again because the
region of interest

where the irradiance dropped below 10 %

was not positively

impacted by the shallow angle reflections that resnlted from moving the reflector.
However for longer bc'ain widths (for different customers) the optimnm indicated in
Fig. 2.13 may be ideal. Finally, changing the LED pitch to minimise LED - reflector
clearance did improve nniformity, as more light was directed from the LEDs, and
high angle reflections, to the target illnmination area.
Similar exjjeriments with FX2 and FX3 reflectors returned similar resnlts, with
shallower angle reflectors and an altered LED pitch improving nniformity. On the
other hand, larger reflector angles (such as Eig. 2.12 (a)) require shorter light-heads.
This wonld be ex])ected to increase irradiance at short working distances (due to
the inverse square law), and dose dne to a lower reflector surface area causing fewer
losses. Larger reflector angles shonld also increase Fresnel efficiency.
This is illustrated with an FXl for which the light-head length was changed from
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the D4 standard 7.8 iiiiii (distance from LED to]) surface to first inner window
surface) in 1 mm increments to 1.8 mm. During this modelling the reflector angle
was kei)t at the 20° D4 standard, and the bottom of the reflector was kei)t 0.5 inrn
from the LEDs. As expected the irradiance was inversely related to the length of
the light-head, illustrated in Fig. 2.15 (a). Dose, however did not behave quite as
(b)
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Figure 2.15: Irradiance & Dose variation with, light head length. Note that the ordinate
range in (b) is 0.8 1.

exj)('ct('d. with the dost', shown in 2.15 (b), for the vtny shortest light-head designs
actually dro])i)ing off. As tin' rt'fh'ctor position was kej)t constant, with just the
light-lH'ad h'ligth (4ianging, losses wt'ie occurring somewhere in the light path, but
tlu'se only became ai)i)arent at very short light-head lengths. To investigate the
inii)act of the inij)act of reflections at the window surface the window was removed.
It was found that the dose decreased monotonically with decreasing light-head length
when no window was in ])lace. This indicated that in very short light-heads high
angle reflections at the window surface were contributing to losses in the system. In
longer light heads these high angle rays interacted with the reflector rather than the
window, and were coiq)led out of the system.
Another set of modelling work was carried out to complement this work, and
to investigate the impact of changing the reflector angle in shortened FXl lightheads. \Mien the light-head is shortened, space is introduced between the reflector
and the edge of the module, as shown in Fig. 2.16. The reflector angles were
gradually increased as the light-head was shortened, to make use of this extra space.
Throughout this work the bottom of the reflector was kept at the same position
relative to the LEDs (0.5 mm between reflector and the edge of the edgemost LED).
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Figure 2.16: Space introduced betweeji reflector and edge of module housing in a shortened
FXl light-head (a), compared to the stanadrd length Df light-head (h)

Results are shown in Fig. 2.17. The D4 reheetors act to shai)e the l)eani ont])nt, but
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Figure 2.17: The negative and positive impacts of the reflector on dose in a low-profile
FXl. Note the ordinate range is 0.9 1. The Df design is in darker blue.

for longer light-heads they are inefficient and are a significant source of losses. For
shorter light-heads they help to direct light out of the module that would otherwise
be lost.

These factors interact, and FXl modelling showed that the maximum

efficiency occurs at a reflector angle of between 55° and 65°.
The majority of the FX design work was carried out for the FXl, with a significant
amount of work also going into the FX3, as customer driven demand caused the focus
to be oil these modules. Relatively little work went into oiitimisiug the FX2, but it
was coiffirmed in Zeiiiax that the principles discussed above applied to the FX2 and
FX3 as well.
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2.6.2

FX3

One area of inodelliiig that was carried out only with the FX3 was an attempt to
maximise nniformity through modihcation of the D4 module’s mechanical design.
Following comi)any consultation with customers it was found that FX3 scalability
required the uniformity to be

95

%.

Similar to the longitudinal reflectors in

the FXl, the FX3 reflectors were designed around the mechanical requirements of a
prototype high-powered

LED module. The initial Zeniax model was built around

this mechanical prototype, and had a lateral reflector at 12.93°. The longitudinal
reflectors were at 0°, as shown in Fig. 2.18. As with all of the FX series modules,
Windows

a

p?
Divider walls

Figure 2.18: Two ad'jacejit 77 nun FXds, wiili dmider walls and wi.ndows in place. The
divider walls air. also the reflectors in tins axis.

tlu'se w('re (h'signed to be stackable longitudinally, to effectively multij)ly the length
of th(' curing lamj). However, tin' mnlti-modiile uniformity was not very high, and
a means of improving this was recpiired.
To inv('stigate the impact of the central mechanical divide between two modules
in adjacent FX3s, an FX3 module was modihed both in Zeniax and using a modihed
prototype. This modihcation removed the central mechanical divide. Five variations
were tested: a; imniodihed and with an outer window, b: modihed with an outer
window, c: imniodihed without an outer window, d: modihed without an outer
window, e: imniodihed with a centred window. This work also contributed to testing
the accuracy of the FX3 Zeniax model. In Zeniax the ‘Metal2’ coating with no
scattering was used.
The standard design (a: imniodihed with window) two-modnle FX3 experienced
a drop in irradiance of > 30

%

at the interface between two lamps, as shown in

Fig. 2.19. This is simply two 77 mm FX3s stacked adjacent to each other, with no
further modihcations. Removing the central divider between modules (b) offers an
iinjirovement over the standard design, although the irradiance still drops by > 25
%.

Leaving the divider in place, but removing the window (c) gave approximately
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Figure 2.19: Irradiance profiles at the interface between modules for the 5 prototypes (a)
modelled and (b) tested.

the same perfoniiaiiee as the modihed prototv])e with an outer window.
Removing the outer window from the modihed })rototyp(' (d) improved the uniformitv dramatically, with irradiance droi)}hng by < 5 % at the interface. Finally
a centred window was j)lac('d over the interface between the two nmnodihed mod
ules (e). This was c('ntred on the interface to remove any ini])act of rehections at
the window interface Ix'twec'ii models. However this did not offer any improvement
ov('r the standard unmodihed design with a window int('rfac(' (a), which indicates
that it is not tlu' window int('rfac('. but rehections at the window surface, that are
imi)acting th(' uniformity. As a r('snlt of this testing, a modihed FX3 design was
developed, that ns('d the same internal components, but different outer housing and
rehectors for mnlti-modnle line-lights. This design removed the divider l)etween ad
jacent modules, and uses a single long window - rather than separate windows

for

each inochde.

2.7

UV Transparent Windows

This work with the FX3 and the low prohle FXls (Fig. 2.15), illustrates another
aspect of the design that is optically important. The glass used in the modules’
windows must be siifhciently trans])arent in the U\" to minimise the impact of ab
sorbance by the window material. Si02 glass is an isotro})ic, U\^ transparent hard
material that exhibits low thermal expansion. Si02 glass derived from naturally
occurring crystalline silica (sand), or from lower grade synthetic material is termed
Fused Quartz, and is transparent down to about 250 nni. Fused Silica is the name
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given to glass derived from high ])iirity synthetie material, and is transi)arent to
wavelengths down to about 160 nm. There are various standards for (quartz,
inelnding Chinese standard JGSl, which corresponds, in (]nality, to Fused Silica
as dehned above, and JGS2 which corresponds to Fused Quartz |62|. These are
both of sufficiently high cpiality, l)ut cheai)er than European standard cpiartz glass.
Standard silica boat glass does not transmit as well in U\\ with a transmittance
l)ercentage per layer of only up to ~ 90 % for even high-s])ec material in the UVA
region of interest (365 nm

405 nm) |03|. In comparison, both JGSl and JGS2

glasses transmit ~ 94 % of the V\ in the region of interest |02]. In a])idications
where maximising the optical output is critical, every i)ercentage of light lost is
signihcant, especially when tlnue are two windows in series, as is the case in the
removabh' window FXl. as shown in Fig. 1.10. The percentage light lost through
absori)tion at each optical window, inner and outer, was verihed at ~ 6 % for both
.JGSl and .JGS2 ,by measuring FXl jx'ak irradiance with and without the windows
in i)lace. This i)('rforniance was comj)arable to Euroi)ean standard Eused Quartz
windows tested, and so JGS2 was considered acc('j)table (piality for use in the FX
j)roducts.
rh(' issue of r(41('ctions at th(' window surface jxusists, and may only be minimisc'd
by reducing tin' ix'fractive imh'x dilien'iice 1x4 ween air and tlx' window mat ('rial.
OiK' way of doing this is the use of an anti-refle( tive (AR) coating, with a refractive
index between that of the glass and air, ai)i)lied to the windows. AR coatings are
commonly used to minimise refle(4ions in the visible range of wavelengths, but AR
coatings for use with U\' do also exist. Their performance and degradation rate
under high irradiance U\' would need to be characterised before use on the FX
products. This refl(x4ion loss mechanism, like that of absorbance by the window
material, cannot, however, be eliminated entirely.

2.8

Development of the DW design

As ProPhotonix send D4 prototypes (FXls, FX2s and FX3s) to more customers it
became clear that some were not concerned with divergence angle, and wanted to
maximise dose, while also maximising module lifetime. As shown in Section 2.6.1,
shortening the light-head brings the LEDs closer to the curing material, increasing
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irradiaiice at short working distances, and increasing dose. This allows the drive
cnrrent of the LEDs to be reduced, while still maintaining the same optical perfor
mance. This led to the })roposal for a low-profile light-head, that would sacrifice a
controlled divergence angle for increased irradiaiice, dose and lifetime.
This design was ojitically tailored from the outset, incorporating both previous
hndings, and new results. In both axes the reflector was kept close to the LEDs,
with only the ininiimim required clearance, to maximise efficiency. In the FXl, three
low profile designs were looked at (choice based partly on mechanical constraints)
in more detail: a 40° reflector, a 45° reflector and a 47° reflector (and comjiared to
the cnrrent design 20° reflector). The light-head was shortened as the reflector angle
was increased.
Fig. 2.20 shows virtual rays exiting the light-head for th(' four designs. In each
case only those rays that interact with the reflector are shown. This illustrates that
the 45° and 47° wen' rc'flectiiig light forward out of the lamp, while the lower angled
40° and 20° refl('cted more light obliciuely across the lateral ojjtical centre of the
lamj), as shown in Fig. 2.20 (a) and (b). Tln'ie is a trade-off between working

Figure 2.20: Zernax model of the four light-head designs, illustrating the direction of rays
those rays after they interact with the. reflector.

distance and control of the light rays exiting the lamp. Due to the 20° reflectors
in the D4 design the D4 is able to maintain a high level of irradiaiice at longer
working distances, as shown in 2.21 (a). Bringing the LEDs closer to the window
also increases irradiaiice at short working distances, and this dominates for the 45°
and 47° reflectors, but is not sufhcient to counteract the impact of reflector beam
control at 40°. The impact on dose is more straightforward. Losses occur at the
reflector surfaces due to absorption and scattering, so a smaller reflector surface
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Figure 2.21: Relative irradiance and dose for four FXl light-head lengths and reflector
angles: 2(F, fiF, f5°, fT.

area leads to iiii])rove(l dose. The 45° was chosen for the D\V design, with 1.8 inin
between the LEDs and inner window, which gives a ~ 100° divergence full angle.
This is ~ 99

%

efficient (Fig. 2.17).

The hist FXl D\V prototype' was characte'iised using the Loctite meter and the
results coniiiared to the Zeiiiax model. This is prese'iited in Fig. 2.22. The model

Figure 2.22: Relative irradiance lateral (b) and. longitudinal (a) DW profl.les at a 2 mm,
5 mm, and 10 mm working distance produced using the computational model in Zemax and
measured from the fl.rst DW prototype.

nnderestimates the jieak irradiance in Fig. 2.22 (a) and two peaks and a dip occur in
the modelled data at longer working distances in Fig. 2.22 (b). In investigating the
source of this discrepancy, a 0.8 (80

%)

Lambertian scattering fraction was added

to the ‘Metal2’ coating. This imjnoved the model accuracy, as shown in Fig. 2.23.
This indicated that the discrepancy was partly due to specular reflections from
the modelled ‘Metal2’ reflector, which was also indicated by the jieaks, one from
each rehector, in Fig.

2.22 (b).

The ‘Metal2’ was overestimating the specular
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Figure 2.23: Relative irradiaiice lateral (b) and longitudinal (a) DW profiles at a 2 rnm,
5 nun, and 10 nini working distance produced using the computational model in Zemax with
a Lambertian scattering component added, compared to those measured from the first DW
prototype.

(■oiiii)()iieiit. and had an insuffici(nit scattering fraction. As a result the longitudinal
peak irradiances (P ig. 2.22 (a)) were also inaccurate, dneto the longitudinal profiles
l)('ing nieasnred in the lateral centre' of the beam.
Finally the ‘TwoGaussian’ scattering inode'l was conii)ar('d to the prototype data.
It can be see'ii in Fig 2.24 that it is coini)arable to the ‘M('tal2’ with the 0.8 LainIx'itian scattering fraction.

Figure 2.24: Relative irradiance lateral and longitudinal DW profiles at a 2 rnm, 5 mm.,
and 10 mm working distance produced using the computational model in Zemax with a
‘TwoGaussian’ scattering profile used to define the anodised aluminium’s optical properties,
compared to those measured from the first DW prototype.

Similarly for the FX2 and FX3 a DW design was developed. For the FX3 two
proposed designs were compared, in Zemax, to the D4 12.93° design. The original
D4 FX3 had a distance of 19.4 mm between the LEDs and the inner surface of
the window. Two shorter light-head designs each had 3.3 mm between LEDs and
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window, but one had a 45° lateral reflector, and the other a 0° lateral reflector (ease
of inannfactnre was a driving factor in the choice of these). Resnlts were very similar
to the FXls, with ])eak irradiance increasing as the light-head shortened, divergence
angle increasing, and irradiance variation 2 disimproving. Dose, too, improved with
shortening light-head, but the 45° design performed better than the 0°, shown in
Fig. 2.25, despite the reflector having a larger surface area. This was due to the 45°
reflector directing light out of the light-head, where the 0° failed to, allowing the
light to become trapi)ed in the light-head and contributing to losses.
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Figure 2.25: Zcnuix niodidlcd relative dose for jiroposed low profile. FXS light-head, coinpared to the. Df design.

A 45° reflector low-prohle (DWd design was also develoj)ed for the FX2, following
the same i)rincii)les as were followed for the FXl and FX3.

2.9

Development of an FXl with a Double Row of
LEDs

For a custom very high irradiance FXl an extra row of 40 LEDs was added to the
standard FXl light-head. As there is an inverse relationship between LED drive
current and efficiency, with more heat, and less light, being produced when drive
current is increased, the extra row allowed the LEDs to be ojierated at a more
efficient, lower, drive current. This created a double row light-head type that was
designed to ontinit a higher irradiance than the standard D4 EXT The trade-off was
light-head cost, as the LEDs are a relatively expensive component of the light-head.
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Some of these modules were ])iit on lifetime test along with single row modules that
l)rovided the same optical out])ut. It was noticed that, at the high irradiances, there
appeared to be reflector degradation over time, which was more pronounced in the
single row, than in the double row modules.
To complement the ongoing lifetime test work, computational comparisons of the
amount of oi)tical energy incident on the single row and double row reflectors was
carried out. To do this, detectors were used in place of the reflectors in the Zemax
model. The results showed that although the total optical power incident on the
reflectors in the single row and doid)le rows were comparable (i.e. the same optical
l)ower was spread over a larger area in the single row modules), the i)eak irradiance
incident in ])laces on the double row reflectors was up to 38

%

higher than in the

single row, as shown in Fig. 2.26. This is because the LEDs were closer to the
reflectors in the double row than in the single row modules. This indicates that the
observed reflector lifetime difference' is not due to the optical irradiance, and that
other factors, such as teni])eratur('. must be considered.
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Figure 2.26: Zemax modelled irradiance incident on double and single row reflectors.

2.10

Final design

The three hnal FXl light-head designs (D4, Cl, and D\V) behaved very differently
with varying working distance, as shown in Fig. 2.27 (a). While the DW provides
high irradiance at short working distances, this quickly drops off. In contrast, the
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Figure 2.27: Irradiance versus working distance for (a) the three FXl light-head types,
Df, Cl and DW, (b) the two FXS light-head types, Df and DW.

Cl provides a good irradiance that does not droi)-ofi’as rapidly, and the design limits
stray light. However tlie dose is relatively low. The D4 j^rovides a good irradiance
X dose, while still controlling th(' lamps output angle, and providing a l)etter dose
than the CT. As the irradiance with the DW design droi)S off, so do('s the dose as
measured longitudinally, as shown in Fig. 2.28 (a), while in (h) the Cl dose is more
controlled, and is actually superior to the DW at longer working distances.
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Figure 2.28: Irradiance and longitudinal dose along the central axis for a S95nni DW &
Cl FXl.

Similarly for the FXS (Fig. 2.27 (b)) the DW provides high irradiance at short
working distances, but this quickly drops off, while the D4 performs better at longer
working distances. No prototype DW FX2s have yet been built, so these have not
vet been tested.
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2.11

Lifetime testing

During the developineiit work long term lifetime testing of FX modules was ongo
ing. According to the lES TM-28-14 test procedure at least 6000 hours of data, and
three sample light modules, are recpiired to make statistically significant lifetime
l)redictions |34]. Only the D4 FXl data fulfilled these criteria, as these were the
modules first develo])ed and ]nit on test. The shortest test period of these modules
was 6500 hours (one module was on for 16000 hours, but that data could not be
used due to the minimum of three rule). The modules had been run continuously
ill an ambient temperature environment of 45 °C, with a drive current of 600 iiiA,
and their optical irradiance tested weekly. Following the test procedure, the mea
surements taken at 500 hour intervals (or the time interval closest to the 500 hour
niulti])le), were selected from ea(4i of the three sanijile datasets. Each dataset was
then normalised to a value of 1, and the normalised sample data averaged. Finally
an exi)onential least-scpiari's curve-fit was apiilied to the final 5000 hours of data.
The lifi'time jiredictions may not exceed x number of test hours, where x is the numb('r of lani])s used in the t('st |.34|. Thrc'e lamps were tested over 6500 hours, limiting
the pri'diction tinie-fraiiK' to 19500 hours. Tin' L70 iiriMliction was not valid, as it
('xce('d('d this, so th(‘ L8() and LOO iiri'dictions wc'ii’ calculated and are jiresented in
Fig. 2.29.
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Figure 2.29: Normalised and averaged data from three Df FXl lifetime test modules,
showing the L80 and L90 predicted lifetimes based on the lES TM-28-14 prediction proce
dure.
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2.12

Chapter 2 Summary

This (•haj)ter showed that Zeinax could reliably indicate trends in altered design
parameters, and this was used to oi)tiniise the FXl D4 design, and in developing
the FX2, FX3 and D\V light-head for all three members of the FX series. In general,
shallower angle reflectors and a LED pitch altered to minimise the horizontal LED
clearance, improved uniformity. The irradiance was inversely proportional to the
length of the light-head, but maxiimmi dose was achieved when some reflector control
was in place. Similarly, light-heads that were too short caused high-angle light losses
at the window, which also negatively ini])acted dose. Finally, as an alternative to
lossy reflectors, it was considered worthwhile to try microlensing.
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Chapter 3
Alternative Optics - Microlenses
As one of the goals in the oi)tieal design of the FX series of })rodnets was to niaxiinise
the inadianee and the total o])tieal onti)nt of the inodnle, it was consichned that
inierolenses might prove more efficient than refleetors in the control of the oi)tiea]
onti)nt of the light-head. It was considered that inierolenses might also act as a
way of redneing beam width, while keeping overall dose high. This could })ot('nt ially
1)(' achieved in two ways; using the lenses to collimate the output, in an ('Tort to
gatin'!’ as iiineli of tin' LED ont])nt as jiossibk' and to din'ct it forward, and using
tin' l('ns('s to focus tin' ont])nt. in an effort to maximise irradiaina' at a i)artienlar
working distance'.
Thronghont this section of the work, all optical modelling was eoniplet('d using
Zemax 13 |23| (non-secinential mode). Althongh the FX line of ])rodnets will be
used in teni])eratnre conditions nj) to 50 °C, eansing the optical elements to reach
tem])eratnres of nj) to 80 °C

90 °C, the effect of temperature on the refractive

index of the rod lenses and mierolensc's in the following was not considered, as the
teni})eratnre coefficient of the refractive index for glass is small ( 0.000001/°C) 155|,
and the models had not been calibrated to that order of magnitude in acenraey.
Similar to the significance of aperture stops in imaging systems, the efficiency of
the mierolens systems considered were constrained by the ])hysical size of the lenses
and the allowable shape of the lenses, which both impacted the achievable focal ratio,
or f-nnmber (/#, Eep 1.5), and nnmerical aperture {NA, Eep 1.1). For spherical
inierolenses the f# (when utilising the full half sphere) is a constant because the
focal length varies linearly with the lens radius, according to Eep 3.4. Assnming that
the lens is in air with a refractive index of ^^1, the Xnmerical Aperture is constrained
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by the mechanical (limeiisioiis of the system.

3.1

Lithographically Produced Lenses

A study by Daly et al. |43| was used as the basis for aii atteuii)t at i)rodiiciug usable
microleiises. This work utilised a dot mask with negative photoresist to produce
l)hotoresist islands lithograi)hically. These islands were then melted on their glass
substrate to produce deuses

that could be used as a mould for the i)roductiou

of microleuses. Initially a mask with a dot diameter of 15 pm was used, but mask
diameters raiigiiig from 0.5 mm to 24 pm were also used. The lenses produced were
analysed using an optical microscope and SEM. This set of tests was i)rouiisiug,
with smooth lenses ])roduced.
All image (figiiri' 3.1)

corrected for view aiigh'

of one of the 15 imi mask lenses

was analysed to (hdermiiie its sliajie. This lens was ~ 20 pm in diameter. These

Figure 3.1: An image of one of the lenses produced using the photolithographic technique.

lenses were not full half s})heres, but ideally the lenses formed in this way would
form a sjiherical ca]), the 2D rejireseiitatioii of which is shown in Fig. 3.2, whose
arcs would have radii of curvature equal to those of the spheres of which they are a
part. To hud the radii of the lenses formed using the melted photoresist process the
intersecting chord theorem was used |64|. This states that for any two intersecting
chords inside a circle, such as in Fig. 3.2, the products of the chord segments are
equal.
a X h = b X c |64|

(3-1)

Since the chord made up of segments h and a passes through the centre of the circle,
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Figure 3.2: A sphenr.al cap lens as part of a sphere f64j-

b and c are equal and are each ecjiial half the width of the lens segment.
0 X h = —
4

After some manipulation it is found that:

^ + 2 IC^I

(3.2)

Using ('(Illation 3.2 the radius of curvature of a lens segment may he found using its
lu'ight and width. Ther('f()r(' the focal length, NA and /# may also Ix' found. This
was eariT'd out for lh(' 15 inn h'lis. To t('st if tin' lens pr()(hie('(l was a spherical cap,
the height and width were measured, and the radius of curvature of the idealised
sphere based on this radius was found. Points along the curve of the lens were then
snperimiiosed onto an idealised circle with the same radius of curvature. The result
is shown in Fig. 3.3, where the k'lis closely follows the curve of the idealised circle.
The lens as produced can he considered a siiherical cap.
The lenses as produced using this technique could not yet he used with the FX
jirodiict’s U\' LEDs, as U\' alters the chemical structure of the resist (allowing
it to he removed during development). Therefore if lenses were to he produced
from these shapes, a mould would need to he produced and lenses cast from an
approi)riate material, such as OrnioComp® |65|.

3.2

Spherical microlensing

The optical modelling work focused on hemispherical microlenses similar to those
})roduced using the lithographic technique. The focus was on the FXl, hut the
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Figure 3.3: Points from the photolithographically produced lens superimposed on an ideal
circle with a radius of curvature derived from the lens height and width.

principles could be ai)plic(l C(iually to the FX2 and FX3. The initial work involved
ealeidating tin' ideal i)araxial oi)tieal proi)erties of the LED - inicrolens system, then
using that as a basis for an initial model, which was rehned to take into account
the extended nature of tin' source (LED). Thronghont, the i)iano si(h' of the lenses
w('r(' kei)t as the first oi)tical snrfac(\ to gather as mnch of the light as possible. The
initial estimate assumed a j)oint source, and calculated the j)araxial focal length
of th(' h('misi)h('rical l(ms('s according to tlu' paraxial approximation ('(luation for
r('fraction at a s])h('rical interface (Php 3.3);
-

,S()

ih

|33|

R

,s 1

(3.3)

where Hjn is the refractive index of the medium (air), Sq is the olyject distance (from
the oi)tical centre of the lens), ui is the lens refractive index, Sj is the image distance
and R is the lens radius. Since collimation is ixHiuired, Sq is equal to the paraxial
effective focal length EEL, and .sq is inhnity.
^ ^

EFL

III -

R
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This gives:
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-

R

EEL
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fh

Taking the refractive index of air as 1;
m

EFL

-

1

R

Therefore:
R

EFL

(3.4)

Til - 1

where R and EFL are negative in the Cartesian sign convention. Using the i)araxial
Ecj. 3.4 and the refractive index of fused silica, 1.471 |66|, the paraxial /# for
hemispherical niicrolenses is constant at 1.062. Calculating some EFLs for various
radii of hemispherical lenses showed that, for colliniation with small lenses, the lenses
wonld have to be very (4ose to the LEDs, as shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: The. effective focal length of a heimspherical lens with a refractive index of
1.471 for various lens radii. It can be seen that f
2R.

This system was initially modelled in Zemax using a single point source with a
10° cone angle, with and without an encapsnlant between the source and the silica
lens. When the encapsnlant was j^resent the source was embedded in it, and it
was modelled as a cylinder of silica with the same radius as the lens, as shown in
Fig. 3.5. The encapsnlant was included for two reasons: it was considered that
embedding the LEDs in a material with a higher refractive index than air would
improve the optical performance of the system, and because an encapsnlant wonld
help to protect the LEDs, and reduce the need for a sealed light-head environment.
As a first approximation, the encapsnlant was also modelled as silica, as a cylindrical
volume with the same radius as the lens, which had the effect of removing the planar
optical surface of the lens, as the lens was directly adjacent to the encai)snlant, as
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Simple
spherical
j lens

Pointy
source

Encapsulant
(cylindrical volume)

Figure 3.5: Tfie initial rmcrolens Zemax model, showing a point source and silica lens,
with encapsulation (when the system was modelled without the encapsulation Zemax was
instructed to cause all rays to ignore this object).

shown in Fig. 3.5 (in reality the hnis would he sitting on top of and ideally j)artially
embedded in a litjnid encapsulant before curing, such that the eneai)snlant would
then also act as a means of keei)ing tin' hms array in j)osition). A FA’ ai)i)ro])riate
eneai)snlant would be nHinired in real-world prototyi)ing.
I’sing th(' data eontaiiK'd in tin' glass catalog, Zemax uses the SelhiK'ier formula to
eomi)nte tin' wavc'h'iigth s])eeifie iiuh'x of ndraetion for a matcnial. Tin* glass catalog
for silica contains tin' first thre(' sets of eo('fheients for the Sellmeicn- disi)ersion
('(juation |67|. along with the minimum and maximum wavelengths over which these
ar(' ai)])lieable (namely 210 nni to 3710 nm). As the system wavelength was set
at 395 mil the dispersion forimila for silica is valid at the system wavelength, and
the index of n'fraction is 1.470673, ecpial, at the same number of signiheant hgnres,
to the value obtained using the Malitson |6C| dispersion etpiation. Modelling the
system as in Pdg. 3.5 eonfirmed that the eneapsnlant increased the focal length. In
jiraetise the back focal length (distance from ])lanar surface to source) was used to
characterise the system, as it was more readily measured. The results are shown in
Fig. 3.6.
When the hist optical surface is lost, the encapsulated source extends the focal
length. This leaves the curved hemispherical surface as the only oj)tically active
surface. In contrast, when no encapsulant is present, the planar surface refracts the
light such that the incidence angle with the second surface is increased (the virtual
image created by refraction at the planar surface occurs behind the source and is
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Figure 3.6: The back focal length, as measured using Zemax modelling, of a hemispherical

lens with a refractive index of 1-471 for various lens radii (and focal lengths), illustrating
the impact of encapsulating the LEDs.

tlie object for the seeoiulary refraction (Fig. 3.7), iiiereasiiig the degree of refraction
at that surface'.

Virtual image

Figure 3.7: Incident rays at the hemispherical lens surface with (blue) and without (red)

encapsulant.

A similar set of modelling was undertaken to determine the relationship be
tween lens radius, object distance and image distance for encapsulated and noneneapsulated sources if mierolenses were used for focusing (rather than collimating).
This might be useful in achieving the highest possible irradiance at a point. Three
lens radii were examined: a very small lens: -0.1 (EFL
same size as the LEDs: -1.0 [EFL

- 0.21 mm), a lens the

- 2.12 mm) and a slightly larger lens: -1.3 {EEL

— - 2.76 mm). The EFLs were calculated using the lensmakers equation:
1

3.51

(

EFL
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where, as before,
and

Rj

and

R2

is the niediiiin refraetive index,

rii

is the lens refraetive index,

are the radii of the lenses, n/ is taken as 1 for air, and

Rj

is oc. The

resnlts are given in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, where the distances are relative to the
source, as this is most nsefnl for determining the physical dimensions involved.
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Figure 3.8: Tht effect of the source to plaiiar-surface separation on the source to image
distance for lenses of three different radii, without encapsulation.

Again, it can 1)(' s('('n that tlu' (dfect of removing the hrst oi)tical snrfac(' is to alter
th(' incid('nt angh' of th(' rays on th(' In'inispherical surface', as the planar s\irfac(' is
not i)resent to create a virtual image that may act as the object for the hemispherical
surface. Therefore to achieve a focus at any i)articnlar point, the lens needs to be
located further from the source' wlie'ii the planar surfae-e is ne)t ])resent.
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Figure 3.9: The effect of the source to planar-surface separation on the source to image
distance for lenses of three different radii, with encapsulation.
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The results of the eolliiiiatioii modelling were used with a small extended a 0.3
mill diameter LED source to model the i)erformance at various working distances
(Zeinax rectangular detector objects were placed at 5 mm, 15 mm, and 25 mm from
the lens (all far-held working distances)). Although, due to the hemispherical shape
of the lenses, the numerical aperture was constant throughout (at 0.693), the 5 mm
working distance (Fig. 3.10) results showed that the smaller lenses

closer to the

LED - gathered more of the total output of the source. However, as shown at the
25 mm working distance in Fig. 3.11 the larger lenses gathered and focused more of
the light, and produced higher i)eak irradiances, due to etendiie scpieezing. At the
shorter working distance lateral wings are evident around the peaks, caused by the
diverging light missing the lens but still being incident on the detector. This highly
divergent stray light contributc'd in a small way to noise at the beam edges at the
25 mm working distance'. This highlights the difficulties in modelling LEDs in terms
of a sinii)listic iK'ar-held and far-held, as mentioned in Section 1.6.
This work was conii)hcat('d by the extended nature of the LED source, and by
th(' non-paraxial rays incident on the h'lises. This meant that the h'lises were not
true collimators for this exte'iuh'd source in the iK'ar-held. In this contc'xt tlu're'foie,
collimation reh'is to i)roviding a high irradiance over a longe'r working distance' than
the D4 e an ae-liieve.
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Figure 3.10: Dmiii pTofiles of a 0.3 iiiiii LED colliinated using half-spheir. lenses of various
radii at a 5 inin working distance.
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Figure 3.11: Beam profiles of a 0.3 nun LED collimated using half-sphere lenses of various
radii, at a 25 mm working distance.

Similar modelling was carried out with a 1 mm square LED and lenses of various
radii. The results were similar to Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11, with the larger lenses
I)rovidiug better focusing at longer working distances, but with the peak irradiance
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at shorter working distances l)eing governed l)y a coinbination of proximity to the
LED and lens size. In the FXl the minininm LED pitch is 1.52 mm, which means
the maxinnmi microlens radius can be 0.75 mm. This is only marginally increased
in the FX3, with a maxinnmi allowable lens radius of 0.875 mm. In both cases the
microlenses would need to be within a few millimetres of the LEDs for both collimation and focusing. While close iiroximity to the Lambertian LED sources would aid
in gathering as niiicli of the light output as possible, mechanical tolerancing would
be a signihcant issue at such short working distances, where any small deviations
would have significant optical iinjiacts, as well as there being a danger of damage to
LEDs or wire-bonds if the microlenses made physical contact.
Xext an FXl was modelled with the linear array of 40 LEDs and 40 microlenses
of the maximnm size allowabh' (0.75 mm radius lenses). The D4 (h'sign reflector
was working well, and it was jndgc'd that a colliniation (providing a ])eak irradiance
higher than that provided by the D4, over a long working distance) wonld be the
most pot('ntially nsefnl aiJi)lication of the microlensing option, and so this modelling
l)lac('d th(' l('ns('s at th(' corr('ct distance for colliniation (1.033 mm without encapsulant and 1.48 mm with encaiisnlant). An FXl with microlensi's was comjiared
to a standard 1)4 FXl (utilising ndlectors only) and tin' rod lens (h'sign Cl FXl
in terms of tin' jieak irradianci' a(4iieved and the total ontiiut ojitical iiower (as a
measure of the system efhciency). The jieak irradiance (Fig. 3.12) achieved with
the focusing Cl design (rod lens) ontperformed the microlenses in all cases (with
and without encapsulation), but so did the standard D4 design reflector. This was
because the knises were constrained in allowable radius, limiting their ])otential col
limating i)Ower (i.e. limiting the etendne scpieezing achievable), but also because
the lens('s and enca})snlant absorbed a significant portion of the light, and because
high angle light experienced TIR at the encapsnlant and lens air bonndary, even
tually exiting the optical system behind the lens. The rod lens ontperformed the
microlenses in ])eak irradiance because its radius was not constrained by the pitch
of the LEDs.
This is confirmed when examining the total optical power output (Fig. 3.13),
which droi)S when microlenses are used. Fig. 3.13 also illustrates that the mi
crolenses are too small to collimate effectively, as significant quantities of divergent
light is lost. The use of microlenses with no reflectors most clearly illustrates this.
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The roHf'ctors act to (•ou])lo the highly (livergeiit light out of the system, so when
they are removc'd the efficiency suffers. The iiiicroleiis reflector system was more
ehicient than thc' rod lens (h'sigii, in that it gathered more of the total light output
of th(' LEDs,

flowc'ver, in a collimating light-head

especially one designed for

j)inning (U\’ thickening of ink droi)lets as tlu'y arc' laid down) ai)plications

the

jx'ak irradiance is paramonnt, and thc'ic'forc' the' splic'rical microlens system was not
adoj)ted in i)lace of tlic' rod Ic'iis for the Cl light-head.
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3.3

Aspheric Microlensing

Although more challenging to produce, aspheric lenses were another possible option.
Using an asj)heric lens, tlie f# could be reduced, and NA increased, by reducing the
focal length while keei)ing the lens diameter the same. This would allow the system
to gather more light, by increasing the acceptance angle of the lens (Eq. 1.1). To
do this a surface may be designed whose curvature deviates from the spherical to a
degree dependent on its ])osition along the optic axis. This is the sag {Z):
Z=

wlu're S

c5'

1 + ^1-(A- + I)c25‘^

+ .415^ +.425"^ |68|

(3.6)

.r^ + i/. the radius from the centre of curvatun' on tlu' optic axis, c

1/r, the curvature at the vertex, and A: is the conic constant. Sinii)l(' conic surfaces
only were considered, and the higher order as])heric coefficients (4i, A2 etc.) were
set to zero. As colliniation was desired (with tlu' imag(' at infinity) a {)araboloid lens
with a conic constant of -1

was modelled |C8|. For a i)arabola the sag becomes:
Z=

cS‘

'3.'

In Zemax ])arabolic as])heric lenses were modelled by s('tting the conic constant to
-1, while keeping the radius constant at 0.75 mm. The radius of curvature and t he
thickness of the lenses was altered, and the reflectors were present. Radii of curvature
between 0.3 mm and 4 mm were modelled, with increasingly short focal lengths
(corresponding to increasingly large radii of curvature). These were comi)ared to
the 0.75 mm s})herical microlenses (the maximum microlens radius allowable in the
FXl) in terms of irradiance in Fig. 3.14. It can be seen that the aspheric lens with
the same radius of curvature as the spherical microlenses modelled above, 0.75 mm,
I)erfornis better than its sj)herical counterpart. This is because the aspheric lens
more effectively collimates the non-])araxial rays. For a point source, increasing the
NA and reducing the f# improves the colliniation the most. However with LEDs
the high angle light from the extended source is not well collimated by the lenses.
Therefore lower NA lenses at a distance actually perform better than some of the
higher NA lenses positioned closer to the LEDs, as they act only on the shallower
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Figure 3.14: Norriialised optical irradiancc for aspheric inicivlenses of gradually increasmg f#, and compared to the spherical microlenscd option with 0.75 mni radius lenses.

rays from the LEDs, leaving the r('fleetors to eoiitrol the dirc'ctioii of the higher
aiigh' liglit. This effect only works nj) to a ])oint, after which inereasing the working
distance fnrtln'r iK'gatively inii)aets ix'rfornianee.
Th(' oi)tieal i)ow('r ont])nt increase's eontinnonsly with inere'asing working distance',
as she)wn in Fig. 3.15, as fe'wer rays interae t with the rehee-te)!'.
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3.4

FX3 microlensing

To test the lensing effieieiicy, a single row array of Imiii square LEDs at the FX3
LED pitch was modelled. Each row of LEDs in the FX3 are at a 2.225 iniii LED
])itch. These rows are offset from each other, with a miniimmi diagonal i)itch of
1.75 mm, which determines the maximum microlens radius allowable. Four oi)tical
designs for collimation were compared: a: an array of LEDs with 1.75 mm diameter
heniisi)herical lenses (collimating in both axes), b: an array of LEDs with a rod lens
(collimating in one axis), c: an array of LEDs with 1.75 mm diameter hemispherical
lenses and a half cylinder rod lens (collimating in one axis twice, in the other, once),
and (1 (shown in Fig. 3.16): an array of LEDs with half cylinder microlenses and a
half cylinder rod lens (collimating in both axes only once).

'i 'i I'i

Figure 3.1G: Th.a dual-leiis arrangaDieiii ((d) tii Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18) modelled Jot
the FX3, (a) .showing the half-cylinder lenses, (b) showing the larger radius rod lens.

Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show that the microlenses alone are unable to provide good
focusing, and that this imi)roves when a rod lens
by the LED pitch

whose radius is not constrained

is used to collimate in tlie y-axis. The ])eak irradiance improves

as beam control in the x-axis is added, in (c) in Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18. However,
since in (c) the hemispherical microlenses act on the beam in both axes, the y-axis
rays are acted on twice, and the collimation in this axis is therefore lost, with the
rays instead coming to a focus in this axis. Design (d) is an improvement over this,
as the beam in each axis is only acted on once, and etendue squeezing is used to
its maxiimun effect. Etendue sfineezing may be used to provide a well collimated
rectangular beam. This requires manipnlation of the beam surface area in order
to control the beam divergence |28|.

The simplest method of achieving such a

rectangular beam is a dual lens arrangement (c) and (d) of Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18,
using simple spherical surfaces, offset from one another in the z-dimension. Using
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I)()iiit source's, ill the paraxial aiiiiroxiiiiatioii. this system may achieve perfect beam
eollimal ion.
Howev('r, as the rod lens is of a larger diameter than the hemispherical or half
cylinder lenses, extended sources, such as LEDs, produce elliptical beam patterns.
This beam pattern is configurable, by control of the position and or curvature of
the lenses.
Ill the FX3 the liemisiiherical mierolens radii were constrained by LED pitch, while
the rod lens radius was constrained only by the mechanical dimensions of the lighthead. .\ltliongli the constrained mierolens size is not ideal, such a design may prove
useful if demand for a high irradiaiice, but lower dose, FX3 type lamp becomes
api)arent. Currently that is not the case, with dose delivery being of paramoniit
importance.
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3.5

A Collimating Line-Light Design

A similar line-light design, ineorporating a dual lens ariangement consisting of a
Fresnel lens coupled to a custom made TIR freeform lenses, had previously been
designed for visible LEDs, but had not been exiierimentally verihed. The freeform
TIR lens design was based on the work by Chen et al. |1|, in which it is demonstrated
that reflection and refraction conilhnations may be used to re-direct light from LEDs
to a direction j)erpendicnlar to the plane of the PCB holding the LEDs, as shown
in 3.19. The design proi)osed by Chen et al. |1| was modihed to make the lenses
more manufacturable and i^ragmatic. As a stable and hrni support was required for
the TIR elements it was decided to implement only the reflections and refractions
illustrated in ray groui)s 1 & 2 (Eig. 3.19). The edge of the lens was also modihed,
as shown in Eig. 3.20, to provide a bigger contact area with the support. By not
ini})lementing ray group 3, Zemax modelling showed that less than 10 % of the optical
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Figure 3.19: Ray diaqram. showing the 3 different working areas of the TIR proposed by
Chen et at. /21j. Point source located at the origin. Ray group 1: double refraction. Ray
group 2: Refraction • reflection t refraction. Ray group 3: double refraction.

j)()\vor would be lost. A MATLAB software algoritliin based on Snell’s law had been
develoi)ed to inipleineiit the fnnetioiiality of ray groups 1 and 2 to eolliiiiate the light
from an idealized i)oint source in the x-direetion (see Fig. 3.21), while aeeonntiiig
for the o])tieal ])ro])erties of the material (Polymethyl methaerylate).

Figure 3.20: (a) Initial design of a primary lens element. This design is not suitable
for fabrication by moulding. The numbered points indicate areas where fill problems can
occur during the moulding process. To correct this, a minimum radius was applied to areas
where 'sharp corners' occur. The final design, shown in (b) is suitable for manufacture by
inject.ion moulding.

The Fresnel lens (secondary oi)ties) was added to further collimate the rays in
the y-direetion. A Fresnel lens was chosen as it is a lightweight, readily available
solution, suitable for visible wavelength LEDs. The design, as shown, is cost effective
and suitable for large volume fabrication. Additionally, it allows for customizable
beam widths, and a choice of working distances, via the rej)lacemeiit or movement
of the Fresnel lens.
Experimentally, beam profiles were measured using a photodiode array (TAOS
TSL1412S), with 65 pm resolution. The full 0})tical system, which was tested exj)erinientally, comprised eight OSRAM Mini TOPLED LEDs (bine) (LB M673) in
a linear array, with a pitch of 15 mm. Visible sources were selected as the photodi
ode array has a limited spectral response, impairing its ability to correctly measure
irradiance of broadband sources. Lens elements were centred and placed using the
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Figure 3.21: Concept of the proposed optical system. The cubes (1) depict the LEDs. An
ai'ray of custom-made lenses (2) collimate the light in the x-direction (primary optics). A
Fresnel lens (3) above collimates the rays in the y-direction (secondary optics).

lens holders (one LED ])er TIR lens) shown in Fig. 3.22. The Fresnel lens selected

14.0mm

icFresnel ^
a'

♦ . ■*'

8.3mm
8.2mm

*

-V*

;y

^

^ «

"

lens elemeats^Anl.

Figure 3.22: Photographs of the (a) Fabricated single piimary lens element An and the (b)
Complete ojitical system including primary lens elements, An m lens-holdei's, and secondary
Fresnel lens.

for test was obtained from Edninnd Optics (^46-110, EFL 19.05 mm, Effective Size
19.05

X

302.2C mm). In all cases, the term ‘working distance' refers to the distance

from the measnrement plane to the element of the optical system which lies farthest
from the LED(s), in this ease the Fresnel lens. Mechanical axes x and y in the
system are as defined in Fig. 3.21.
In Zemax this system was modelled utilized manufacturer assembled ray-set files
for the Osrain Mini TOPLED. These hies describe the si)atial and angular Inminance
characteristics of the source. The CAD model of the TIR lenses were imported into
Zemax, and object type ‘Fresnel 2’ in Zemax 13 was used to model the Fresnel lens.
To assess the performance of the manufactured lenses, an experimental set-up
was built comprising a single LED (OSRAM Mini TOPLED) and lens element AnThis system was measured via photodiode array at a variety of working distances
by i)lotting the relative optical power at the hxed distance versus the horizontal
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distance from the centre of the system. iMeasnrenients were made parallel to the
long axis of the lens element A„ i.e. in the axis of collimation (mechanical axis x,
see Fig. 3.21). Resnlts are shown in Fig 3.23, and compared to the Zernax model of
the system. The experimental resnlts were seen to agree well with the ray tracing

Figure 3.23: (a) OpUcally iiwdelled and (b) Experimenta.lly measured beam pi’ofiles achie
ved at various working distances, using a single primary lens element A^- The x-axes
correspond to the mechanical x-axis (see Fig. 3.21).

n'snlts, as shown in Fig. 3.23, prodneing similar line ])rofiles and line-widths. Some
discr('i)anci(\s arc' ohservc'd as the distance from the* Ic'iis increase's. This can, in part.
!)(' attributed to a mc'chanical tolc'iancc' which api)h('s in the placc'ment of the' lens
with resi)ect to the LED. Tolerance's derived from the monleling i)re)cess imist also
be e-onsidereel as potential contributors to the observed discrepancies. In general,
however, the' mamifactnred and assembled lensc's were observed to i)erform very
similarly to the optically modelled Ic'iises.
A i)rototy])e' of the fnll optical system was assembled. Fig. 3.24 shows the re
snlts of an e'xperiniental test of the fnlly assembled system (with Fresnel lens of
focal length 19 mm), alongside the revsnlts of ray tracing of the same optical system.
Beam ])rohles in the axis ])erpeneiicnlar to the linear array (y axis. See Fig. 3.21)
were obtained experimentally, at working distances of 500 mm and 1000 mm. Good
agreement was observed between the experimental and simnlateel results, with the
optical model predicting the general beam-profile and beam-width epiite accurately.
A beam divergence of ~ 2° is observed experimentally. Discrepancies observed be
tween modelled and experimental results may be attributable in part to the use of
the object ty])e ‘Fresnel 2’ in Zeniax 13, which models the Fresnel lens using the
approximation that the Fresnel faces are infinitesimally small. The object type Fres73
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the mechanical y-axis (see Fig. 3.21).

11(4 1 allows iiioie detaik'd inod(41iiig of specific Fr('sii(fac(' types, hut reciuires
additional (•oiiii)utatioiial time, and an (wact knowledg^lie Fresnel surface (e.g.
groove' pitch, depth. fn'cpK'iicv), whi(4i was not availahlhe case of the lens used
in this ('xj)erinient.
Fig. 3.25 shows tin' r('snlts of an ('X])eriinentally iiK'ai and optically inodelk'd
niai)ping of th(' full beam jirolik's at a working distanciOO nun. B('ani prohk's,

25

125

25

Parallel to Linear LED Array (mm)

125

Parallel t LED Array (mm)

Figure 3.25: (a) Experimentally measured and (h) Opticaldelled greyscale irradiance
m.aps of normalized beam profiles at working distance 50a, for full optical system
(Primary lens elements: Aj^; Secondary lens: Fresnel lens (- 19 mm). Detector size
for (b) IS 150 X 100 mm (i.e. equivalent to scale of experirl plot). (The x and y axes
correspond to the mechanical x and y axes (See Fig. 3.21)

each 100 mm in length, in the axis perpendicular to tnear array, (mechanical
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axis y, See Fig. 3.21) were measured aeross 150 mm (measured i)arallel to the linear
LED array, meehaiiieal axis x in Fig. 3.21) of the beam length. Profiles obtained
were assembled in a greyscale color map. An oyerall beam diyergeiice of ~ 2° x 18°
(see Fig. 3.21, mechanical axes y x x) is obseryed experimentally. Of particular
interest is the asymmetry of the beam, which is obseryed in both the experimental
and modelled data.

This is a feature of the OSRAM Mini TOPPED, which is

reproduced both experimentally, and in the manufacturer assembled ray-set files,
and is present eyen when no secondary optics are present in the system.
Further o])tieal modelling was eomi)leted to demonstrate the characteristics of
the o])tical syst(mi. In Fig. 3.26. beam profiles at working distances of 500 mm
and 1000 mm ar(' shown, demonstrating the change in beam })rohle and irradianee
with iner('ased working distance. In Fig. 3.27. the optical design was aliened to
demonstrate the action of the })rimary and secondary lens elements. Remoyal of the

Figure 3.26: Optical modelling of the proposed optical system. (Primary lens elements:
Aji; Secondary lens: Fresnel lens (EFL
19 mm)). Detector size: 400 x 4OO mm.
Greyscale represents incoherent irradianee Wm ^ (a) Results of ray-tracing procedure at
a working distance of 500 mm, max. irradianee
4^5 Win ^ (b) Results of ray tracing
procedure at a working distance of 1000 mm, Max. irradianee
190 ITm
(The x and
y axes correspond, to the mechanical x and y axes (See Fig. 3.21).

])riniary lens elements A„ from the design lead to a 90 % reduction in peak irradianee
(Fig. 3.27a yersus Fig. 3.26b). An increase in focal length (and diameter) of the
secondary lens from 19 mm to 50 mm (another focal length ayailable off-the-shelf)
resulted in a 113 % increase in peak beam irradianee (Fig. 3.27b yersus Fig. 3.26b).
This is as ex])ected, arising from the increase in beam area or size, and concurrent
reduction in the radiating solid angle of the beam (increased colliniation) through
etendue squeezing. A paper detailing this design was prepared and submitted to
the IEEE Photonics Journal, and is currently under reyiew for i)ublication.
/0

Figure 3.27: Results of optical iiiodellnig (at 1000 irnn working distance) (Detector size:
400 X 4(^^d mm. Greyscale represents incoherent irradiance (Wni^)) with (a) Primary
lens elements: none; Secondary lens: Fresnel lens (EFL - 19 mm) Max. Irradiance
20 Win ^ (b) Primary lens elements: An; Secondary lens: Fresnel lens (FFL
50 mm),
max. irradiance
41^^ WnD^. (The x and y axes correspond to the mechanical x and y
axes (See Fig. 3.21).

3.G

Chapter 3 Summary

Although iiiicroleiisc's were not considered a])i)roi)riate for the FX line of ])rodnets,
useful work in erc'ating lithograi)hieally produced lenses was carried out. This sne(•(‘ssfnlly i)rodneed smooth si)herieal caj) lenses that could, in the future, he useful.
How('V('r, to achieve ('itlu'r focusing or eolliniation the inierolenses would lu'cd to he
j)lae('d elos('r to th(' LEDs than is h'asihly safe in a i)roduetion setting. More sigiiiheantly, due to tin' size' of the inierohuises allowahle in the FXl, a rod lens was found
to onti)erforni tlu' inierolenses in eolliniating tlu' optical outiiut. A possible alterna
tive was demonstrated using the FX3, which incorporated half-cylinder inierolenses
in conjunction with a rod lens. This, if microlens proximity to the LEDs were not
an issue, might prove useful in producing highly collimated light in the future. Sim
ilarly a line-light design incorporating individual freeform lenses was demonstrated
to achieve excellent eolliniation, when the lens size and working distance was not
limited hy the LED pitch.
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Chapter 4
Advanced Real-Time Sensing
Some preliminary testing was done with the real-time sensing prototype system
outlined in Section 1.7 to determine tin' ])hotodiode resi)onse to changing LED drive
current, and th('ir sensitivity to t(mii)('ratnre. The ])rototyi)e D4 FXl eontained two
of \dshay Intenteelmology's TEMDTOOOX-Ols photodiodes |C9|, one at the base of
the lighti)ipe shown in Eig. 1.10 (the' ‘window diode'’), anel e)ne ele)ser te) the* LEDs
(the' hliree-t elie)ele''), fe)r whieh a ne)te'h hael be'e'ii enit in the rehee-te)!' te) alle)W U\^ light
aee'e'ss te) the' phe)te)elie)ele'. Snbseepie'nt te) this it was ne)tie‘e'el that, e)n nie)elnles that
hael be'e'ii e)n le)ng te'iin te'st, the' ‘dire'et' phe)te)elie)de'’s i)ae'kage' was be'ing damage'el
by the UW At this pe)int the i)he)te)elie)des we'ie ne) le)nge'r ine-hieleel in pre)ehie'tie)n
meeelnles, peneling a the)re)ngli phe)te)elie)ele' e“harae'terisatie)n anel a reliable real-time
sensing syste'in elesign. The'refe)re' a })lan was ele'vele)peel te) aeTe)mj)lish this, anel the
initial stage's e)f this ])lan were earrieel e)nt.
Se'h'eting approi)riate' phe)te)elie)eles te) te'st was ce)niplieateel by the fae:t that theyv
hael to be siirfae-e inoniit eleviees. SiC phote)elie)eles have a high epiantnm efhciene'y, a
le)w elark enrrent, gooel responsivity in the V\ region and a low teni})erature coeffi
cient of res])e)nsivity |70|. These we)nlel have been ieleal, as they may alse) l)e operateel
at high temi)eratnres (e.g. nj) te) 170 °C for sglnx’s SGOlS A18 |71|). The ability
to withstanel high operating temperatnres is very important in the EX product line,
where the substrate temperatnres can reach nj)wards of 90 °C. However these photoelioeles were only available off-the-shelf as throngh-hole devices, anel therefore were
not considered in the initial testing.
On the other hanel, silicon seniicondnctor photoeliodes require a thick depletion
layer to aeOiieve' sufficient (jnantum efficiency |72|, as the absorption coefficient of
/1

silicon is small as it is an indirect scmicondnctor. Silicon })hotodio(les are, however,
designed to operate across a spectral range that includes visible and NIR, and are,
therefore, sensitive to background light. At the UVA wavelengths of interest in this
study, however, silicon is a sufficiently good absorber |73|, with between 10 % and 20
% of the U\" light being absorbed between 365 nin and 395 nm |74, 69|. In selecting
photodiodes, two things were considered paramount: reasonable responsivity in the
region of interest and the ability to withstand elevated temperatnres. Based on
this, two photodiodes were selected: \dshay Intertechnology’s TEMD7000X01 |69|,
and Luna Optoelectronic's’ SD019-101-411 |74|. Neither of these oi)tions delivered
com])arable max oi)erating tenii)eratnres to SiC devices, with the SD019-101-411
being operable up to 125 °C, and the TEMD7000X01 operable nj) to only 100 °C.
These limits should nonetheless be sufficient for use with the EX series, as the
substrate should n'ach no more than 90 °C.
Eh'ctrically. photoconductive mode was chosen to operate the photodiodes. In
this mode an external reverse bias is aj)piied, and the measured current outi)ut is
liiK'arly pro])ortional to the o})tical i)ower. Tlu' r('verse bias increase's r('S])onsivity by
incn'asing tlu' width of tlu' (h'ph'tion region, which decre'ase's junction capacitance',
anel ini])rove's the s])e'e'el e)f re's])e)nse'. He)we've'r the se'iisitivity te) tempe'rature is alse)
inere'aseel, anel e)])e'ratie)n in this iiiexh' leaels te) a large elark eurrent, even while
ele'e'trical ne)ise' is redue-e'el |75|.

Xe)n-linearity introeluceel elue te) the ])hote)elie)ele'

res])onse te) temperature weudel neeel to 1)0 ce)ni])ensate'el for, anel it was envisageel
that the substrate thermistor (34 in Eig. 1.5) would be useful in this regarel.

A te'st i)lan was eleve'le)])eel for initial anel lifetime testing of the seleedeel i)he)te)elie)ele's. This was split into short-term anel le)ng-terni tests. The short terms tests
were elesigneel to eleterniine the elioele response to U\" light irraeliance for 365 nm,
385 nm anel 395 nm, anel to eleterniine the response of the elieiele to temperature. Te)
achieve the first goal a steaely state 395 nm FXl would be useel anel the elioele nie)veel
to increasingly large working elistances, while its res])onse woulel be measureel. The
same test woulel then be carrieel out with the Loctite Raelionieter De)sinieter sensor
in place e)f the photoelioele. The Loctite meter woulel be appropriate because, with
its

1 mm eliameter aperture, its sample area is on the same order of magnitude

as the 0.23 mm^ TEMD70()0X01, anel the 0.18 mni^ SD019-101-411, so it shoulel be
able to appropriately sample the FX’s output at that })oint. The angular res])e)n-

sivity of tlio meter would, however, be different to the photodiode, so it would be
a])proi)riate to use an ai)erture with both the i)hotodiode and the Loetite meter, to
eliminate high angle light from being picked nj) l)y either sensor. The same would
be done with a 365 nni and a 385 nm FX module.
According to the test plan, for the temperature response characterisation an oven
would be recjuired, and an FX module placed in the oven would be used to provide
a constant optical signal to the ])hotodiode. The temperature of the oven would be
gradually increased, and the resj)onse of the photodiode recorded. The output of
the FX would also need to be monitored separately, using an oj)tical meter mounted
outside of the oven, and illuminated through a W transparent window. This would
allow any changes in out])ut from the FX due to temperature to be comi)ensated for
in characterising the i)hotodiode. Both of these tests of the photodiode response to
changing irradiance and temperature would be repeated with a number of different
])hotodiodes (at least 3). to ensure consistency.
To aid in the gathering of data from the t('sts outlined above a control board
(Fig. 4.1) was desigiK'd to mount the ])hotodiodes, control the electronic response
j)roi)('rt i('s of th(' i)hotodiodes, and allow an Ardnino® to gatln'r the out])nt from the
photodiodes, and amplify the i)hotocnrr(mt. This incorporated the photodiodes in a

Figure 4.1: The control board designed to aid in characterising and measuring the lifetime
of the selected photodiodes.

transimi)edance circuit and included thermistors located directly behind the LEDs,
to measure the apj)roxiniate o])erating temperature of the photodiodes under test.
0])erating in a transinij)edance conhguration converts the output current signal to
a voltage via an inverting amplifier (op-amp). The output voltage is proportional to
the current signal from the j)hotodiode. This signal is the input current to the opani])’s inverting in})ut, and the gain is defined by the value of the feedback resistor,
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as:
V^U#

linFi
IT!-'<2

(4.1)

All RC filter may lie used as a low iiass filter, to help to reduce noise. With a feedliack
resistor value of 50 kfl an initial test showed that, although the photodiode was
saturated at short working distances when using a typical DW FXl, the photodiodetransiinpedance circuit response to irradiance changes was linear. Initial testing of
the control board with the photodiodes in transini]jedance inode indicated that
the system would work well in characterising and measuring the lifetime of the
])hotodiodes under tyiiical oiierating conditions.
In advance it was considered that jiotential issues might arise in mass juoducing
FX modules with window sensors, in that the signal ])rocessing (amiilifying etc.)
algorithm would need to be hxed. and part of tin' hrmware, and could not be sig
nificantly altered for each individual FX module. While it may be possible to set
an individual jihotodiode sensitivity factor during construction of the inoduh', the
mechanical and jihysical ojitical jiortion of the (h'sigii would nei'd to be highly consistiuit in its optical resj)onse. Thendbre it would need to be largx'ly insensitive to
iiK'dianical tolerance' issues. A light jiijie was the' initial concept, but the consistency
of this (h'sigii across moduh's was lu'ver tested.
One jiossible solution to im])roving the' rejilicability and reducing any tolerancing
sensitivities would Ix' to incoiporate a collimating tai)ered light pipe, such as that
outliiK'd by Adkisson et al. |7G|. The input diameter would be greater than the
outi)ut, and the taja'ied nature of the input ai)erture would increase the NA (Ecg
1.1) compared to a lighti)ipe of the same input diameter that was not tai)ered |77|.
Similarly the out])ut NA would be reduced, collimating the outj)ut. This would act
to increase the signal-to-noise ratio at the input, while ensuring that a concentrated
signal reached the photodiode at the end of the pipe. This would, of course, recpiire
that the i)hotodiode idacement was always consistent within a small margin or error.
Having a tapered lightj)ipe would also increase the portion of the light reflected
upon each reflection, according to the Fresnel reflection relations for shallow angle
reflections (as shown in Fig. 1.7). The lightpipe’s internal medium would ideally be
air, to eliminate the need to find a U\" suitable transmit material, and so the walls of
the pij)e would need to be an ai)propriately reflective material. However, U\' grade
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fused silica lightpii)es are in existence, and oi)tics grade i)arts might more relial)ly
and consistently meet the mechanical specihcations required, helping to reduce the
o})tical variations between modules.
Desj)ite the photodiodes being removed from production mochdes the early testing
was still useful in demonstrating that the system may be a viable one, even if design
changes are needed to limit the exi)osure to the ‘direct i)hotodiode’ in order to
])revent damage, and to provide a repeatable optical response from the ‘window
l)hotodiode\
The ])hotodiodes on the ])rototype design FXl were operated in a photocondnctive transimpedance conhguration, similar to that outlined above. Initial response
testing characterised the resj)onse of the two FXl photodiodes to changing oi)tical
irradiance. This showed that the ‘window })hotodiode’ was receiving very little light
via the lightpipe in place, and that the photodiode was not very sensitive to changes
in incident light levels, as shown in Fig. 4.2. These outi)ut values do not correspond
o
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Figure 4.2: Response of the two substrate mounted photodiodes to changing optical lamp

output on a prototype Df FXl.

to an optical irradiance, they are just indicative digital values. This test also showed
that the response of both diodes was linear with the lamps optical output, which is
desirable both for lainj) lifetime degradation monitoring via the ‘direct diode’, and
for window contamination monitoring, as it makes it easier to monitor for changes
in ‘window diode’ res])onse.
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A })ieliiiiiiiary test was also carried out to assess the impact of changing ambient
tem])eratnre on the ])hotodiodes’ resi)oiises. For this test a D4 FXl prototype was
])laced in a tem])eratnre controlled oven with a UV transparent window. The oven
temperature was monitored indeijendently, and the FXFs substrate temperature
was monitored via the substrate thermistor (shown in Fig. 1.5). An optical meter
was placed outside the oven’s transparent window, and ilhnninated by the lamp
inside the oven, while the two photodiodes’ onti)nts were monitored. Results are
shown in Fig. 4.3. In this case the impact of temperature on the lamp’s oi)tical
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Figure 4.3:

ont])nt and on the form factor of the mechanics adjacent to the diodes (especially
the light ])ipe feeding light to the ‘window diode’) needed to be considered. As
photodiodes are seniicondnctor devices, tenii)eratnre affects them in similar ways to
LEDs. The higher the temj)eratnre the easier it is for charge carriers to gain the
energy needed to cross the l)and gap energy barrier and contribute to an increased
current, therefore with increased temperature the output of the photodiode would
be expected to increase. The metal lightpipe’s shape might also change under higher
temi)erature conditions.
The substrate temperature was found to vary linearly with the oven chamber’s
temperature, so substrate temperature was used to characterise the photodiodes
res})ouse, as this most accurately indicated the photodiodes’ temperature. While
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the ‘direct diode’s’ resi)()iise closely tracked the lamps o])tical output, the ‘window
diode’s’ response deviated significantly from this, with its output increasing signifi
cantly with increasing teni])eratnre, as shown in Fig. 4.3. This may l)e due to the
lightpipe expanding with temperatnre, and is a characteristic that future real-time
sensor development would need to engineer out of the system. For this reason a nonnietallic light])i])e, such as fused-silica, which has a very small coefficient of thermal
exi)ansion, might he a more suitable solution than a metal-and-air lightpipe.
Xo further testing was completed due to time constraints and the prioritising
of other research areas, })rimarily the o])timisation of the light-head designs. The
system does ap])ear ])roniising however, with the ])hotodiodes demonstrating a linear
resj^onse to irradiance and a good responsivity to light. Light levels saturating the
photodiodes are an issue that would nei'd to be dealt with by limiting the light
incident on the diodes. Additionally non-linearity due to temj)erature
diod(' its('lf and due to im])acts on the surrounding mechanics

both in the

wonld need to be

conrpensatiHl for, or engiiK'ered out. This area nxiuirc's a lot more work if real-time
s('nsing in tin' FX scuT's is to be r('alis('d.
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Chapter 5
Discussion &: Conclusion
Market research has shown that U\' enriiig is a valuable iiidnstry, in which market
growth is predictc'd to continue. At the same time, U\’ LED technology is nndergoing
rai)id chang(\ with efficiency constantly improving, and cost per LED decreasing.
The combination of these two factors make LEDs increasingly attractive to the UY
cnring industry, as LEDs are more economical in the long term, as w('ll as being
more enviromiK'iitally friendly than traditional lami)s. LEDs are also more flexibh'
light source's, that may be incorj)orated into lani])s of different shajx's and sizes,
allowing LED lamps to b(' custoniise'd for ('ach individual application.
L

LED lainj) (h'sigii do('s jxese challenges, inclnding the design of secondary

oi)tics around the LEDs, which act to control and shape' bare LED e‘hii)’s Lambertian
emission ])re)hle'. d'we) ways e)f ele)ing this were e'xamineel in eletail: beam shai)ing
through the use' e)f refiecte)rs (Chapter 2), anel the use of YY suitable microlenses
(Cha])ter 3) te) e'ontrol the beam elivergence in both axes. These were exaniineel
with ince)rpe)ratie)n into ProPhotonix’s EX line of proelncts in iniiiel. One other
ini]n'Ovement to the i)roeliict line was also e'xamineel, the incor])oration of a real
time sensing system to monitor LED and winele)w oix'iating ce)nelition anel lifetime
status (Chai)ter 4). The reflector design and optimisation work was the area where
the majority of work was elone, both because it proved to be a more efficient anel
practical solution than microlensing, and because irradiance, elose anel miiformity
maximisation were jjrioritiseel ewer real-time sensor elevelopment, elne to customer
interest in these elements of the elesign.
The reflector optimisation moelelling returneel a number of key trends which fed
into elesign constraints few each of the EX modules. It was founel that, across the EX
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series the best longitudinal nniforniity can be achieved by keei)ing the LEDs as close
as possible to the reflector, and reducing the reflector angle to near vertical. This is
because, this design keei)s LEDs in adjacent modules as close together as possible
which hel])s to direct more light into the area between lamps. By optimising the
reflector angle to direct light into the region where irradiance drops off, the positive
imi)act of this may be maximised. This does not give the maximum Fresnel refiection
efficiency however, but uniformity in the y-axis is considered more important, and
the low surface area reflectors at the module edges do not contribute signihcantly
to efficiency.
The best efficiency (and dose) is achieved when the reflector surface area is min
imised and the LEDs are kept close to the reflector. The reflector should not be
eliminated entirely, as it does heli) to direct light out of the system. Fresnel reflec
tion efficiency is maximised by keeping the LEDs close to the reflector, as well as
by increasing the incich'iice angk' of the light on the reflectors. The nffiectors are
very imi)ortant in effici(nicy managr'inent as they direct light out of the light-head
that might otlnnwisc' be trapped, and it was found that tin* incidence angle cannot
be incr('as('d ind('hnit('ly whih' still d('li^■ering efficiency imi)rovenients. Finally, and
most sinii)ly, jx'ak irradianc(' is maxiniisc'd wlnm the LEDs are brought as close to
th(' window as ])ossibl('. This is due to tin' inverse s(|uar(' law of irradiance droj)
oh' with distance. How('V('r, while reaching a certain peak irradiance is critical to
initiate the cnring i)rocess, peak irradianc(' increases above that do not i)Ositively
impact the (piality of the cure, and instead dose becomes the critical component.
Therefore there must be a design trad('-oh‘ between maximising these parameters
that involves careful nianii)nlation of the module’s optics.
This light-head optimisation work has cnhninated in a set of design constraints,
that incorporate ways to maximise dose and uniformity, but also smaller changes,
that nonetheless have a signihcant impact on efficiency. For example the rehector is
now kept right on the substrate, as modelling showed that any gap between rehector
and substrate allowed light to be lost, and any small percentage loss is signihcant.
Also the modelling work showed that mechanical tolerances in the rehector are of the
utmost importance, as the LED

rehector distance is critical: even half a millimetre

in the width of the ai)ertiire is very signihcant. As such, the specihcations for the
rehectors, especially, were tightened in response.
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Removing the reliance on reflectors would be beneficial, by removing a source of
losses, and eliminate the reliance on mechanical tolerancing in their production. Op
tical modelling of the FX light-heads with microlenses did not provide improvements
over the reflector designs, even for colliniation, or with encapsulation. This was due
to the allowable lens sizes (governed by LED pitch), which caused too much light
to be lost at the edges and limited the etendiie s(pieezing that could be achieved.
AsjDlieric microlenses might prove useful, but these would be difhcidt and costly to
source and inannfacture. If LED

microlens proximity were not an issue

tential damage to the LEDs and wire bonds

due to i)0-

an efficient collimating line-light could

be designed using half-cylinder microlenses and a rod lens. A similar design, with
larger, freeform, TIR lenses in conjmiction with a Eresnel lens, was demonstrated
for a line-light. A larger j)itch in this i)rototype allowed larger, more efficient lenses
to be used, which could achieve a higher etendue than the small lenses allowable in
the FX series.
Tlu' real-tiiiK' s('nsing design is tlu' major area that recpiires significant future
in])nt. The d('velo])ni('nt of a functioning real-time sensor that can lu' used to monitor
l)oth LED lifetime condition, and window contamination k'vel would b(' invaluable in
l)roviding th(' custonu'r with a product that would not only i)rovid(' reliable curing,
but would alert tla'iii to when window contamination, of lifetime degradation was
ham])ering cure ('fficiency, even befon' it became a significant issue. This work would
involve both a thorough characterisation of the selected ])hotodiodes
their resi)onse to tenii)erature and to light levels

in terms of

and their lifetime under operation

in th(' extreme conditions found on an FX substrate. The start point is to thoroughly
characterise the j)hotodiodes, then to incor])orate them into an FX module and to
start the real-time sensing system design, of which the photodiodes are only a part.
Ongoing customer feedback on ])roducts may also lead to further reflector opti
misation work, although the FXl designs are now hnalised for the D4, D\\’ and Cl.
There is more work to be done in characterising the larger members of the series,
especially the FX2, which has not yet had a prototype D\V built.
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